2017 Water Works Mezzanine Phase - Survey #1

Project Overview
Water Works is a six acre project within Mill Ruins Park. The conceptual design for Water Works began in 2012 along with
the Central Mississippi Riverfront Regional Park Master Plan update. After a three year process the Water Works concept
design was approved by MPRB in September 2015.
In early 2016, MPRB and Minneapolis Parks Foundation began the process of design and implementation of the Mezzanine
Phase. The Mezzanine Phase includes the northern portion of the site, and is generally from the parkway between West
River Parkway and First Street. Key elements include the public park building with a staff desk, restrooms, meeting room,
food vendor and public seating area, a social seating and performance space, a flexible lawn space, and basic circulation
improvements.
In 2016 and 2017, the advancing design process included a more detailed study of the site conditions and cultural
resources. Based on a more detailed understanding the team is proposing revisions to the previous concept.
This online survey is one part of an engagement effort to review the proposed revision with community members and
stakeholders. MPRB is also holding open houses, presentations to stakeholder groups, and focus group meetings with
community members. This survey will be available through Sunday, May 21. Visit the Water Works project webpage to
learn more.
If the project continues to move forward, MPRB is planning selective demolition and stabilization of Fuji-ya as well as some
archaeological exploration in 2017. In 2018, we will have completed detailed design and construction documents and will
begin the full construction in 2018 with the Mezzanine Phase opening in 2019.

This publication available in an alternate format (large print, braille, electronic, etc.) and languages upon request.
Please contact Cindy Anderson at 612-230-6472 or canderson@minneapolisparks.org.
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OVERALL PARK DESIGN

Project is bound by First Street South on west, Third Ave Bridge on north, West River Parkway on east, and Fifth Ave
South on south
Buildings along the west edge include Crown Roller Mill (city offices), Riverwest (residential tower), Engine House
(offices) and Mill Place (offices)
West River Parkway divides the current project site from the river. The Riverside (second) project phase will address
the shoreline and area to the south and east of the parkway
At the south end of the current project area the proposed pavilion (public park building) forms a retaining wall between
First St and the lower park level. The one story pavilion has a usable rooftop deck that is generally at the elevation of
First Street. The plaza in front of the pavilion provides outdoor seating and flexible park space and is at the same
elevation as the lower West River Parkway.
Adjacent to the pavilion are the city steps which terrace from First Street down to the lower park level. Steps are used
for informal social seating and gathering for performances
Adjacent to, and north of, the city steps, the hillside provides a natural area and children’s place space overlooking
the park below. In front of the city steps and hillside, a lawn area allows for flexible park uses

VIEW OF PAVILION LOOKING WEST ACROSS WEST RIVER PARKWAY

Pavilion entrance is centrally located between historic mill walls
Outdoor plaza will be at the same level as the parkway and building entrance
West River Parkway will have new crossings and the team will examine strategies for crossings that prioritize
pedestrians and methods to calm traffic

Please share any comments about:
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Q1 Overall park design
Answered: 83

Skipped: 26

#

Responses

Date

1

I've been excited about this project for a very long time and this design is incredibly cool. Growing up in Minneapolis
on Lake Harriet made me fall in love with this city, and being family friends with the architect of the Harriet bandshell
made me learn to appreciate design early. I wish there were updated drawings of the uncovered ruins closer to the
stone arch bridge but from what you have shown for preliminary sketches on that portion of the park are very cool.
This whole project is a victory for the city. It fits the character of the area and provides a nice modern park that brings
the ruins to life.

5/21/2017 6:10 AM

2

Exciting plan rendering. As a resident of this area, I've noticed a severe lack of crosswalks. It's nice to see one of W
River Parkway but it's also difficult to cross 1st St as the curve makes it difficult for oncoming traffic to see people. It's a
blind corner. It also tends to be somewhere where people speed a bit and there is nothing to warn drivers of crossing
pedestrians. Though not technically a part of the site it would be nice to see something for pedestrians coming from

5/21/2017 5:48 AM

downtown and needing to cross 1st.
3

Cannot see how bicycles will get from 5th Ave S and 1st St. to the West River Parkway or the Stone Arch Bridge. That
point of entry must be preserved, as that is where everyone is headed! This design phase, though much preferred over
the last one where the pavilion was right next to the 3rd Avenue Bridge, has taken the Fuji-Ya building footprint and

5/20/2017 4:48 PM

doubled it. Size is 2X and not needed, nor is it worth it. Why is there a desire to enshrine (and heat and light) the
minimally interesting mill ruins? They just do not warrant a whole building extension around them, and they are far
more intriguing in the open (and can be preserved in situ). I know you are very good designers, though, and I dearly
hope that this is just an inflated extension for now so you can then pare it down when it comes to cutting back before
the final project is approved. Surely you do not intend there to be a restaurant inside that part? There is no access for
delivery, and trash hauling - the lifeblood of a restaurant - nor space for patron parking. It would simply be absurd,
because that was the whole reason the last occupant of that site went out of business.
4

Please have clearly marked separate bike and pedestrian paths and cross walks The woonerf connection looks great

5/20/2017 11:26 AM

5

Limited utility, feels like it is squeezed into an odd space and still subject to excessive traffic (cars and bikes)

5/19/2017 8:46 PM

6

Lovely design! Very fortunate to have a great team partnering with MPRB!

5/19/2017 8:08 AM

7

Overall like the design, particularly the flexible stair seating, restrooms, drinking fountains, food options, as well as a
direct connection between 1st and the West River Parkway, and the ability to get from West River Parkway up to the
3rd Ave Bridge. Concerned about the lack of sidewalks along the perimeter on both West River Parkway and 1st

5/18/2017 3:50 PM

street--those sidewalk gaps should be filled as part of the project. Also hoping for something more
interesting/sustainable than more grass, which there's quite a lot of already in this park corridor. Love that public park
space isn't wasted on parking! Hoping there's plenty of bike parking, including bike parking for those with disabilities or
pulling trailers, as well as good wayfinding and signage from nearby transit routes
8

It's pretty, but overbuilt. The ruins should be excavated and exposed much like the current mill ruins park, where
people can walk amongst them in a more natural state, perhaps a bit like the Peace Rock garden near Lake Harriet.

5/18/2017 7:21 AM

The cafe in nice enough, but the elevators, roof deck with seating etc basically buries the mill structure pretty much
under a new structure.
9

Will it work year round? Seems "passive" — yet another place in the city just to sit and eat/drink Any way to add
something more serene? It seems a tad crowded

5/18/2017 6:17 AM

10

The building looks beautiful. There seems to be a lot of hard surface in the design which creates run off that will go
into the river. Will there be provisions for this such as rain gardens?

5/17/2017 1:30 PM

11

Removing parking favors the physically fit. That's fine as long as your goal is to limit use by those with limited mobility
to the ones financially able to hire drivers for drop-off and pick-up.

5/17/2017 7:23 AM

12

Its good, but I worry that so many mature trees are being removed.

5/17/2017 4:32 AM
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13

A disappointing watering-down of the Concept Plan that was developed by SCAPE/Rogers Partnership, which was

5/17/2017 1:19 AM

based on SIGNIFICANT PUNLIC INPUT!! This concept removes several park programming ideas that are
instrumental in activating the park. There is too much emphasis on the architecture/pavilion in the park. HGA was
clearly given too much latitude- it needs to be reeled in. The park is not about the pavilion! Notice the views provided
are not about the river??? The design team has forgotten the importance of the river edge and the need to create
public space along the river edge. There is too much emphasis placed on maintaining the River Parkway as a busy
street that sliced the park in half, rather than a street that is deferential to passing through a park. Learn from Olmsted,
please. Make the design more about the river and river experience and less about the architecture.
14

It is beautiful and inviting. Better the current but over ambitious. It is like you put everything you could imagine in one
spot and hope people will linger. The view people want is the big Falls not the Falls surrounded by the central bridge.
However the space design will create three major moments. July 4. Acquatrennial and random 5k races. Without
parking no one will care.

5/16/2017 12:39 PM

15

Love it. Very thoughtful. I especially am a fan of the rooftop terrace and overall continuity of the design. It's clear that
designers were thoughtful in maximizing the use of the space.

5/16/2017 5:50 AM

16

Good

5/16/2017 4:38 AM

17

It's not clear from the design but please make separate bike and pedestrian areas. The last redesign, which combined
bikers and walkers is terrible.

5/16/2017 1:51 AM

18

Save more than one single tree. Keep the area more natural, plenty of space near the Stone Arch for "programming"
keep this area natural. There are two ADA ramps & an elevator, only one ADA ramp needed. Entry plaza needs more
"soft" space less hardscape. City steps should include built in lighting!

5/16/2017 1:38 AM

19

Great to see emphasis on greenery and trees. Agreed River Parkway traffic needs to be lessened in traffic and slowed

5/15/2017 1:04 PM

done for pedestrians and bikes. Disagree to create amenities that will overpopulate this nature treasure. Simply
enjoying the falls with pedestrian and bike trails is suffice.
20

try to keep walkers and bikers seperated

5/15/2017 12:02 PM

21

S

5/15/2017 11:30 AM

22

Love! It's great to activate the space. I'm hoping for a restaurant on the lock too overlooking St. Anthony Falls. It would

5/15/2017 4:22 AM

be nice to activate the lock as it is no longer in use. Great to see the ruins come alive again. So excited for a
restaurant in the area.
23

Would like more information on how new crossing will manage pedestrian, bicycle and auto traffic. This can be an

5/15/2017 3:32 AM

especially busy time during rush hours.
24

Awesome, we look forward to enjoying this space.

5/15/2017 2:36 AM

25

more trees

5/15/2017 2:21 AM

26

Well planned. This picture really connects the city and the waterway,

5/15/2017 2:09 AM

27

Elegant. Accessible. Transforms the ruins and surrounds them with increased tree canopy.

5/15/2017 1:13 AM

28

Looks amazing, can't wait for the project to start!

5/15/2017 1:10 AM

29

Where is there a place for parking? Parking is already tight on First Street and in the lot now there. Also wonder about

5/15/2017 12:53 AM

pedestrians crossing West River Road. It currently is dicey.
30

The park design looks very well done and when finished will be an asset to the City of Minneapolis.

5/15/2017 12:29 AM

31

Classy look

5/14/2017 10:23 PM

32

very good ideas.

5/14/2017 12:37 AM

33

Disclaimer: I saw the photos on journalmpls.com and my comments are in reference to those renderings. I think the
terracing is very aesthetically pleasing and the reddish (possibly brick) roads enhance the "industrial-chic" aesthetic.

5/12/2017 1:34 PM

There is also a clear connection with the Mississippi River, which is key. However, I think there is a bit too much space
dedicated to children's play areas and grassy lawns. Gold Medal Park, which is right next door, endows the
neighborhood with a an ample amount of green space that seems sufficient for entertaining neighborhood children and
adults alike. Rather than being a lush, neighborhood park like Gold Medal, I believe Water Works should focus more
on being a destination park that attracts tourists and prospective investors. In lieu of multipurpose lawns, I would like to
maybe see a grand tribute to the city's past (and perhaps Minnesotan culture at large) in the form of public art
incorporated into one of the tiers of Water Works.
34

Great

5/12/2017 4:29 AM
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35

Please incorporate "GREEN energy" like water power from the falls and wind and solar power in this entire project!
This location on the Mississippi River was chosen by the pioneers because of the access to the use of clean energy

5/12/2017 2:58 AM

from the water falls of St. Anthony! It is both wise and efficient! And it is less polluting than dirty energy sources!
36

Fantastic modern addition to the already pretty water front, and this is a perfect way to show case the amazing nature

5/12/2017 2:55 AM

we have here right in the city.
37

Looks spectacular. I know this was changed quite a bit from the initial design but overall it's beautiful. Very glad that

5/11/2017 10:22 AM

they are incorporating the ruins. I hope there is a restaurant in the pavilion area. I do live at RiverWest but my place
doesn't directly overlook this area. My balcony is over 5th on a corner and overlooks DT plus the Guthrie. Not sure
what my opinion would be if this project was my new view with the direct noise. Just happy that they are finally doing
something with the space and ruins.
38

This all looks fantastic. I would like this to progress as is, with no option for compromise. If you wind up sacrificing

5/11/2017 6:04 AM

safety of vulnerable users, just for the addition of Parking, I strongly question your intentions as being a "Parks and
Recreation" board. You of all organizations should be the leader in humans moving humans; not machines. It looks
like it, but I would like that very long "Parkway Crossing" to be tabled and textured to make sure motorists will actually
yield. This is a Parkway, not a Freeway. I also want more Evergreen trees to be used on this and all future projects.
This is a city that experiences winter, and if there are Evergreen trees that don't drop their needles, the whole area
doesn't need to look like a barren wasteland during the winter months. Greenery = Life
39

The trees on the Plaza entry need to have at least a six foot surround of mulch or ground cover in order for them to

5/11/2017 1:44 AM

have a strong chance of being healthy. Also I would like to see the plaza as a permeable pavement to minimize runoff.
40

Looking at this design stresses me out. It's so busy and choppy. I go to the river for peace and a breath of fresh air.

5/11/2017 1:13 AM

This would not be a space I'd like to spend time in. The plan would need less structure. I understand the changes in
elevation and the high visitor count and need for separated trails, but at one point in the plan there are 5
sidewalks/trails plus the parkway between the city and the river - whoa! I'd like to see more/wider contiguous green
space.
41

Well designed parkway crossing are extremely important. I would like to see the connection to the Woonorf more

5/11/2017 1:01 AM

prominently and clearly visible from the parkway/trails.
42

Well designed parkway crossings are extremely important. Woonorf connection should be more prominent and easy to

5/11/2017 12:58 AM

see from the parkway
43

Love it!

5/10/2017 12:52 PM

44

I think the 'future stair connection' should be a priority from 3rd avenue. The more connections we have to the city, the
better, and that intersection is currently lacking in connection to the river. I like the park design and now natural it is.

5/10/2017 6:17 AM

45

The bike connection to the woonerf and consequently to S 2nd St is great! I like the overall layout a lot.

5/10/2017 5:27 AM

46

Looks beautiful. I'm mostly concerned about accessibility and pedestrian safety.

5/10/2017 4:54 AM

47

A playground would be a great addition. Splash pad would also be perfect. Those would bring many families out to

5/10/2017 4:49 AM

enjoy the space!
48

It's an OK design but there is no parking. A very big crossing going to no where. This will be great for River West,

5/10/2017 4:00 AM

hope they are paying for it. The Parkway traffic there is terrible in that area. This is a very heavily used area for bikers
but I see NO bike racks. Will be very difficult to program. Doesn't seem very iconic.
49

Great design and like the re-use of the historic bldg. as a restaurant / meeting space.

5/10/2017 3:25 AM

50

Looks beautiful! And functional, too

5/9/2017 11:32 PM

51

Looks good and workable. Traffic on 1st Street might need some mitigation as well, ie slower, for protection of

5/9/2017 1:18 PM

pedestrians and those on the rooftop.
52

I wonder about the crossing at street level. West River Parkway is a highway at rush hour times morning and evening.

5/9/2017 1:20 AM

What happened to the bridge idea? I also wonder what strategy for crossing will work at rush hour. may have to be an
actual street light or a human being directing traffic. It would help if the construction on Washington etc is complete.
Many have discovered this road as a downtown by pass and will continue to use it even after construction complete.
53

Fantastic park design. Do not change anything.

5/8/2017 12:10 PM

54

I am hopeful that the second smaller pedestrian crossing will also be raised. I am concerned about the amount of turf
and mowable grass. I am in support of additional riparian features. Finally, I am concerned about the cost of such a

5/8/2017 10:31 AM

large building. Why does it need to be so large? I am a proponent of smaller spaces - that way they're never empty!
55

It all looks great

5/8/2017 10:28 AM
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56

Liking all the green spaces. Keep as many trees as possible, but I realize some are not healthy and will need
replacing. Need pedestrian crossing designated and a sign at 5th Ave. S. and 1st St. S. Very dangerous for people to

5/8/2017 8:06 AM

cross there to get down to the Stone Arch. The concept design above only shows crossing markings on W. River
Pkwy. Need both. Keep the heavy trucks, mostly mail semis, off 5th Ave. and 1st St. Get some weight limit restrictions
in place before the park is open. Signage to mobility access spots. Wheelchair access especially.
57

Beautiful and thoughtful.

5/8/2017 7:09 AM

58

I rate it as fair. It's trying to be too much, it should be kept simple and natural. The parkway crossing is a bad idea, try a

5/8/2017 2:12 AM

pedestrian crossing bridge. The building is too modern looking.
59

Wonderful design, my biggest concern is traffic calming measures for the parkway so that cars slow down for bicycle

5/8/2017 1:54 AM

and pedestrian traffic. It's not related, but I hope the lower level of the post office building can be used as an extension
of the woonerf and bicycle path.
60

I really hope you include less green grass lawn that may need pesticides and fertilizers and utilize diverse, native

5/8/2017 1:21 AM

plantings that help pollinators and need few or no inputs.
61

Opening this area to the public with gathering spaces, trails, entrance to water is an excellent idea. This will become a

5/7/2017 11:50 PM

destination park bringing tourists from around the world to enjoy.
62

-I would like to see better connections for bicycles and pedestrians from 5th Avenue, 1st Avenue, the woonerf, and 3rd

5/7/2017 12:19 PM

Ave Bridge to the park. -I think the park design should anticipate the future National Park Space at St. Anthony Falls. West River Parkway should be designed with bike lanes, or to allow for future bike lanes, since many bicyclists use the
parkway to go travel at faster speeds. -The parkway crossings should be extended for the entire stretch and treated
more as a walking street.
63

Would be nice to have a kayak/canoe overnight camp spot for through paddlers. There is no place to camp on the

5/7/2017 6:12 AM

river in the twin cities. We ended up camping at the St Paul Yacht Club.
64

Exciting.

5/7/2017 3:32 AM

65

I am very impressed with the overall park design. Primary concerns are traffic issues.

5/7/2017 3:32 AM

66

Ease of portage is important. Make more public recreation space on the shoreline! Get more people outside enjoying

5/7/2017 3:23 AM

the river and weather!
67

As like all the other MPB "improvement" projects this one appears to be unuser friendly for people with disabilities,

5/6/2017 7:08 AM

handicapped and physical limitations.
68

i was expecting water works?

5/5/2017 6:37 PM

69

Seems too busy, "built" and man-made. Gets in the way of the natural beauty of this site. Back off! Mother Nature

5/5/2017 2:44 PM

does the best work. Does every park space in this city need to be concreted over with a plaza and over run with
vendors? Also where will visitors park? Elders etc are not going to tide bikes. You are cutting them out. Make this
place available to all abilities. There's something between bicyclists and handicapped parking missing here.
70

I like the design of the building that includes stonework which is in keeping with the area, but far too much large

5/5/2017 10:17 AM

expanses of glass
71

Beautiful. Love the continued line of the Stone Arch Bridge, love the revealing of the old mill structures. Love the
overall clean lines of the design.

5/5/2017 7:05 AM

72

I like the woonerf connection, but am concerned about how wide the parkway is. If this area is to prioritize people
instead of cars, the parkway needs to be narrower and have more traffic-calming.

5/5/2017 3:46 AM

73

Beautiful!

5/5/2017 3:27 AM

74

Like overall park design. Like open spaces so sight lines are not obscured by towering buildings and other

5/5/2017 3:14 AM

obstructions.
75

Great park design, and use of space. Designated space for commercial (food trucks, carts, etc.) are important as I am
a local resident that will be visiting the area a couple times per week and for larger events (Fourth of July fireworks &
Aquatennial fireworks), and the cafe doesn't look large to accommodate larger crowds. Also dedicated walking,
running & bike paths/spaces with plenty of bike racks to accommodate that significant and increasing hobby is a must.
Very happy to see connection to Woonerf area.
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76

The plan conceptually appears to work....my concern is that this park will be extremely popular and parking, traffic,
congestion, noises and smells will be a challenge...I live in Riverwest, these are not NIMBY responses, but truly based
on current bridge, biking, pet usage...I welcome the park, but suggest greater thought, space allocation for dog waste,
not a dog park, bike corrals, bathrooms and seating for food....existing lines at Sea Salt may well be
surpassed...understand no amplified music will be permitted, but even acoustical, small bands will draw crowds,
interesting problem to have, increased park usage!....lastly, the bike access to river road from 1 St is not ideal, but
hopefully bikers can find wouneruff (sp?) and make it work...signage at nice ride might be beneficial.

5/5/2017 1:21 AM

77

Looks fine. Nice to have space for children in the area, sorely lacking currently.

5/5/2017 1:03 AM

78

Good, but the road is too busy. It's difficult to enjoy a park with cars racing by.

5/5/2017 12:37 AM

79

I like it. I was enamored of the original design but think this one will work very well, too. The key term for me is
green/space, with emphasis on both words. The space in this design will draw people off the trail (actually give them a
reason to stop, finally!) and put them in to natural spaces to relax, play, dine, etc. Also, there are distinct spaces within
the park which will makes for a varied experience. As a resident of RiverWest I like the forms of ingress to the space,
including the ADA trail winding along the north section (will also be pleasant walk for all). I'm glad you're keeping the
big cottonwood and can't wait for the others to grow and fill in the space--the park will only be truly complete when that
happens.

5/5/2017 12:36 AM

80

I was at the presentation Monday night and had to leave early when the audience started to discuss. CRITQUE.
Overall architecturally, I like what is being done. HOWEVER! I believe the ACHILLES HEEL for this project currently is
the pedestrian crossing solution for the river road. I believe you need to realize the heavy volume of traffic on that
road, especially at rush hour, and design a much safer way for pedestrians to cross. I would suggest just the opposite
of the proposed extremely wide, raised crosswalk and instead FUNNEL ALL pedestrian movement to a single, more
confined, signaled if possible, raised crosswalk, including the very ill-advised crosswalk at the "woonerf" end.
BACKGROUND. I am a retired architect and when we designed the crosswalks, along with the city and concerned
neighbors at The University of St Thomas in St Paul, across Summit Avenue, we successfully used those design
principles. I've lived at the Carlyle for almost ten years now and use that area extensively for walks, runs, and showing
off the cities fabulous riverfront to visitors. Thank you.

5/5/2017 12:31 AM

81

Looks great. I really like how the project flows up from the river and provides connections to the surrounding area.

5/5/2017 12:27 AM

82

Weak. No water features like fountains or pools. Too much lawn and too little native grasses, trees and plantings. Too
luch concrete or pavers used in this idea, and such a shame to have the parkway cut through this project. I suppose it
would be too expensive to sink it below grade? I foresee accidents and a huge disruption of the energy of the park.

5/5/2017 12:12 AM

83

Where is parking? Is this going to be another plan that is geared towards pedestrians and bicyclists only? I live in
RiverWest and am concerned about traffic being routed in front of my building, jamming up South First Street, and
backing up traffic to the east of the light at the corner of South First St. and Third Avenue South. What is the plan for
traffic flow?

5/3/2017 5:05 PM

Q2 Building location
Answered: 68

Skipped: 41

#

Responses

Date

1

The new pavilion design is great, the original sketches looked awkward but I cannot wait to take friends and family to
this new location. Your previous restaurants and pavilions have been great and a fully expect their success to be
repeated.

5/21/2017 6:10 AM

2

I think this is a good use of the space. The current building is not contributing much to the area and it's exciting to see

5/21/2017 5:48 AM

that it will be restored in parts. I'm curious about the perspective rendering and if there is actually that much space
there for a crosswalk, sidewalk, and patio. Regardless, this seems to be a good solution to fitting the building into
existing conditions.
3

Perfect. But it is twice as big as needed. We just need a place to pause and a few interpretive illustrations and
postcards (seriously!) and a simple meet-up spot for visitors heading out to the Stone Arch Bridge. Remember, there's
the Mill City Museum one block away with all the good stuff about this area. If you honestly look out that very location
at the elevation you're proposing, there isn't much to look at! It is an engineered cement and steel landscape and the
river is mostly obliterated. Most people come to see the Stone Arch Bridge and then they leave. Looking at the building

5/20/2017 4:48 PM

from the River Parkway, you could literally cut everything north of the glass entryway off. Save the money and keep
the existing ruins just as they are.
4

Not sure what the building is for. Waste of money....

5/19/2017 8:46 PM
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5

Great.

5/19/2017 8:08 AM

6

I'd rather see the building located further upriver, where foot traffic tends to drop off on both streets. Pulling the foot

5/18/2017 3:50 PM

traffic further upriver could potentially help reduce how deserted the stretch from 3rd to Hennepin is. Would it be
possible to have a taller building with more going on? Stormwatching classroom space? Co-working spaces? Coffee
shop?
7

The ruins should be more exposed- glassed over perhaps but visible and connected to the environment. There should

5/18/2017 7:21 AM

be a river walk along first street, not an elevator lobby. The new building buries the ruins and the elevator lobby is a
new wall between the city and the river. Why not place the amenities at the head of the stone arch bridge in that
parking lot?
8

Upper level entrance to the building is in the middle of a block across from the primary entrance for guests and
residents of a building with 400 residential units. Nothing in the design minimizes or eliminates use of the private

5/17/2017 7:23 AM

building's roundabout by the park visitors' drivers who then need to drive off-site to park at the Marriott or other parking
lots off Washington Ave. It is also across the street from the most level gradient for foot traffic to reach the park from
the woonerf. Nothing in the design discourages jaywalking that is dangerous for the pedestrians and troublesome for
the drivers, especially the many drivers entering and exiting from two levels of parking in the private building across
the street.
9

Looks good.

5/17/2017 4:32 AM

10

Move the pavilion back west to the Concept Plan location so as to activate the west end of the park. Otherwise it's a

5/17/2017 1:19 AM

dead zone without programming on the west.
11

Building location is logical for the river but illogical for parking and traffic flow. I believe this location is better than the

5/16/2017 12:39 PM

original location but not great. The access point will be surrounded by fast moving loud postal trucks on one side and
fast moving commuter traffic on the river. Thus the building will be under utilized. Unused in winter and will require
public funds to sustain operations
12

Looks fine.

5/16/2017 4:38 AM

13

I don't think there should be a building at all. I don't see them used much in other parks. Better to just have everything

5/16/2017 1:51 AM

green space
14

Location is good, design is promising.

5/16/2017 1:38 AM

15

Why does every natural habitat of our city has to turn into a money-making endeavor? Urban Citizens need nature

5/15/2017 1:04 PM

more than anything and placing a visitor center in front of a residential building with 400 plus condos does not make
sense. It's an easy solution for the design team and the Park Board which always needs to create amenities and make
more money to exist, but don't we pay for that already with our taxes? All our city lakes are filled with amenities, why
can't this city create another park that is purely and simply for the enjoyment of nature? The water works building
location/amenities would add to all the congestion that already exist in the Mill District. This has become a residential
neighborhood, having people visit and view the Falls and bike past seems enough to prolong the enjoyment of this
treasure, a building and amenities will add to congestion and take away from this urban natural habitat.
16

great!!

5/15/2017 12:02 PM

17

D

5/15/2017 11:30 AM

18

Fantastic.

5/15/2017 4:22 AM

19

Perfect location

5/15/2017 2:36 AM

20

great

5/15/2017 2:21 AM

21

I don't know if there were other alternatives but this seems to be perfect.

5/15/2017 2:09 AM

22

Very accessible at parkway level and near the Stone Arch Bridge.

5/15/2017 1:13 AM

23

Great location

5/15/2017 1:10 AM

24

I don't think you can find a better location.

5/15/2017 12:29 AM

25

Great dog

5/14/2017 10:23 PM

26

I often walk along the park way; I believe the only way to prioritize pedestrians and calm traffic is to have the parkway

5/14/2017 12:37 AM

go partially underground at that point, with a slightly raised pedestrian crossing; commuters love to use the parkway as
a quick way to work and home; please consider something to separate the road from pedestrians, rather than
attempting to calm erratic traffic, and drivers who don't seem to care about pedestrians.
27

I like the building location. Patio will have views of the river, yet reserve primary use of the near river area for peds &
bikers.
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28

Fantastic. Will breathe new life into that stretch of downtown.

5/12/2017 1:34 PM

29

Seems like a great location and perfect visitor center area to meet up.

5/12/2017 2:55 AM

30

Seems to be fine but again I suspect the condos directly across may not have the same opinion.

5/11/2017 10:22 AM

31

It is a good building. If it is existing, keep it. If it is new, make it multipurpose.

5/11/2017 6:04 AM

32

I think the building and pedestrian crossing should be moved North away from the curve in the parkway. This would

5/11/2017 1:44 AM

help minimize the chance of vehicles not seeing pedestrians in time to stop.
33

Seems fine.

5/11/2017 1:13 AM

34

Love it! Very eager to see the OLD and unused building go down!

5/10/2017 12:52 PM

35

Very glad the ruins from the previous mill are being used to define the space for the current building.

5/10/2017 6:17 AM

36

Fantastic.

5/10/2017 5:27 AM

37

Fine

5/10/2017 4:54 AM

38

That's about the only place you can put it

5/10/2017 4:00 AM

39

I live in Riverwat overlooking the fugiya site. A rooftop level w first street would be ok, but I'd like to know that the

5/10/2017 1:00 AM

building will remain 1 story and not get taller in later years. A taller building would be an issue for the community and
not allow a nice view to the falls for people walking by or thoes that live nearby. I'd also expect all drop off supplies to
the building will be on the lower side and not cause any traffic issues to 1st Street S. That turn is already dangerous,
people or supplies getting dropped off to the rooftop of the pavilion will card stopping on 1st would be a major safety
hazzard. Also RiverWset should not allow anyone using our roundabout across the street for people getting dropped
off to the area. This should be addressed as well. Most residents use the roundabout as access to the garage for
parking, extra drop offs not related to the building would be a large issue.
40

I live in Riverwat overlooking the fugiya site. A rooftop level w first street would be ok, but I'd like to know that the

5/10/2017 12:58 AM

building will remain 1 story and not get taller in later years. A taller building would be an issue for the community and
not allow a nice view to the falls for people walking by or thoes that live nearby. I'd also expect all drop off supplies to
the building will be on the lower side and not cause any traffic issues to 1st Street S. That turn is already dangerous,
people or supplies getting dropped off to the rooftop of the pavilion will card stopping on 1st would be a major safety
hazzard. Also RiverWset should not allow anyone using our roundabout across the street for people getting dropped
off to the area. This should be addressed as well. Most residents use the roundabout as access to the garage for
parking, extra drop offs not related to the building would be a large issue.
41

After looking at the renderings carefully, I like it. I live in RiverWest and was at first concerned about extra traffic but

5/9/2017 11:32 PM

since the building entrance is on West River Pkwy I'm not as concerned. I'm also happy about the inclusion of
pedestrian considerations for crossing 1st St because even today it's difficult to walk across 1st St. due to high speed
traffic that's difficult to see coming.
42

Okay.

5/9/2017 1:18 PM

43

Building location is good.

5/9/2017 1:20 AM

44

I think the location is the greatest location.

5/8/2017 12:10 PM

45

Looks like the only option.

5/8/2017 10:31 AM

46

Do not have the structure that goes on top of Fuji-ya foundations extend high above street level of 1st St. That will

5/8/2017 8:06 AM

block view from the street level and RiverWest. Same for the green roof structure proposed as a restaurant where the
other mill foundations are currently buries beneath the parking lot.
47

No comment. I like the use of the old mill walls. I like history that is not just behind a pane of glass or a velvet rope.

5/8/2017 7:09 AM

48

Doesn't seem like the best option

5/8/2017 2:12 AM

49

Exciting to see that so much of the old stone ruins are solid enough to be reused in the new design concept. Will

5/8/2017 1:54 AM

probably have much higher traffic than the previous design at the intersection of 1st and 3rd.
50

Wonderful location.

5/7/2017 11:50 PM

51

Fits the context of the setting. I like that it does not block the view of the river from River Road trail users.

5/7/2017 1:24 PM

52

Excellent.

5/7/2017 3:32 AM

53

The building location makes a lot of sense to me, particularly as a way of preserving the old mill artifacts and making

5/7/2017 3:32 AM

them accessible to the public.
54

No building needed if you ask me. Just more outside space!

5/7/2017 3:23 AM
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55

Location looks well thought out!

5/7/2017 2:13 AM

56

We should not be adding buildings to this historic district.

5/6/2017 7:08 AM

57

Less building, more nature and green space. Less active and more relaxing.

5/5/2017 2:44 PM

58

Perfect! I was so disappointed when the last park design had a food venue closer to 3rd Ave Bridge. This is too great a
site to not take advantage of, if we want to have a world class park

5/5/2017 7:05 AM

59

Looks good.

5/5/2017 3:46 AM

60

Will building be accessible from 1st St? Parking? It looks very nice but as always in Minneapolis, I'm interested in
where these visitors will park.

5/5/2017 3:27 AM

61

See #1 above.

5/5/2017 3:14 AM

62

Only concern is pedestrian access from 1st street (currently poor sidewalk system/condition) and vehicle traffic
concerns. Bike path on first (from Washington street)?

5/5/2017 2:13 AM

63

Still prefer the original Portland location for all the reasons noted in your report!....understand historical significance of
Fuji Ya and current political rationale...with setback of building, retaining walls off riverroad, sight lines will be
enhanced, but proposed per crossing on curve is challenging....thinking "speed bump" will not be much of a deterrent,
but am optimistic....biggest disappointment is not taking better advantage of river/falls view for patio, thus my support
of locating building further "east, towards Guthrie.

5/5/2017 1:21 AM

64

I cannot locate it in the drawing.

5/5/2017 1:03 AM

65

I think this was a smart move. Again, the first idea was appealing--a multi-level pavilion on the north end with ample
space for seating/gathering made sense, but ultimately we're better off using the existing mill structures. It's an
inspired choice, and once considered, it seems weird to even consider something else. The proposed design seems
warm and inviting. That this building will be open all year round is a nice surprise. There may be some RiverWest
residents who aren't thrilled with the rooftop structure right across the street, but I don't share that view.

5/5/2017 12:36 AM

66

This seems appropriate. I like the design and how it incorporates historical features of the site with new
environmentally friendly concepts.

5/5/2017 12:27 AM

67

Good

5/5/2017 12:12 AM

68

What is the plan for security and nighttime loitering?

5/3/2017 5:05 PM
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BUILDING LAYOUT

One story building is accessed off of West River Parkway; the lower level. The main building entrance is centrally
located
Restrooms are behind the lobby and close to the main entrance
Park staff desk is left of the main entrance. The stair and elevator in the back of the room provide access to the
usable rooftop area which connects to the higher First Street level.
A meeting room and storage closet are left of the staff desk at the far north end of the building
To the right of the main entrance is a public seating area that is adjacent to the outdoor plaza. If possible, there will
direct access from the indoor seating to the outdoor seating
Along the back wall of the public seating area is the kitchen, utility, and counter for the food vendor.
At the far north end of the building is the service and loading area
The usable rooftop will have a patio area and either a green roof portion or a rooftop garden.

2017 Water Works Mezzanine Phase - Survey #1

Q3 Building layout
Answered: 67

Skipped: 42

#

Responses

Date

1

I really am amazed by this, it's just so cool. It would be nice if the green roof was designed to go on and either play

5/21/2017 6:13 AM

games or just look out at the river such as with Brits pub and their bowling green roof.
2

Very exciting to see a cafe going in! Hope the coffee is good.

5/21/2017 5:50 AM

3

I was sorry to miss the meetings where you explained design. What is juxtaposition to the front entrance of the
apartment building behind it? Over 500 Riverwest residents call that their front yard, and they see the 3rd Ave Bridge
as they walk out their front door. It is hopeful that the design of the new park across the street has a pleasant green
view, not that of a utilitarian ramp or wall of a building, which would be a sorry outcome. The cafe does not need to be
so big - could fit into the conference room end of building on the Stone Arch side. Make it a pick-up sort of place with
4-5 tables. Trust me, people will not come to spend much time here, as the big attraction is the bridge. The food in
these places is usually pretty poor, and there is NO PARKING!

5/20/2017 4:59 PM

4

Publicly accessible restrooms would be great

5/20/2017 11:26 AM

5

Again, what is the purpose of this building?

5/19/2017 8:47 PM

6

Seems a little small. But great use of existing ruins.

5/19/2017 8:08 AM
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7

It seems like there might be insufficient restrooms. There really aren't any other public restrooms around--I generally

5/18/2017 4:03 PM

either go to the Guthrie or to one in the building where Tugs is when I'm walking across the river and in this area
(which is frequent). I don't know how demand is calculated, but once there's a clear public option that's not
portapotties, I would think it'd be popular given how heavily used this area is. I'm glad to see the restrooms are not
gendered. The building volume seems very very low. I think this area could use more stuff going on--there's very little
activity directly facing West River Parkway at any point, particularly in the winter. As someone who frequently (a few
times a week) walks over to our river from where I live near Uptown, I often have to cut short my park visits because I
don't feel safe in deserted areas as a small woman. This seems a unique opportunity to have actual building presence
interaction with the river, rather than up a full street level like the Guthrie, Mill City, Post Office, Federal Reserve, and
all the other institutions along here. It'd also be nice to have multiple vendors, potentially with different hours or
different options. Many of the parks that have food options (which are really great!) aren't very inclusive for those who
have seafood allergies or aren't beer drinkers or are on a budget. I see this as a huge chance to activate the street and
provide a public destination, perhaps the only one until if/when the lock & dam is reused. I like the wall of windows and
the green roof with patio space. I'm glad there's stairs and elevator access. I hope this is being planned with yearround use in mind.
8

The green roof is nice, but again, it would be better to have a view down into the mill ruins. The elevator seems
unnecessary and takes up a ton of room on the roof.

5/18/2017 7:23 AM

9

Too small?

5/18/2017 6:18 AM

10

No comment

5/17/2017 4:33 AM

11

The cafe is nice the terraces are nice the preservation of the ruins is nice. I look forward to peering down on the empty

5/16/2017 12:40 PM

roof
12

Lovely integration with existing historic structure.

5/16/2017 5:52 AM

13

No suggestions

5/16/2017 4:39 AM

14

There are already enough empty spaces in buildings all over the area. We don't need another place for a potential

5/16/2017 1:52 AM

cafe!
15

Rooftop plaza seems unnecessary, more green space. Meeting room not needed, small interpretative center would be

5/16/2017 1:40 AM

better for this space.
16

great

5/15/2017 12:02 PM

17

D

5/15/2017 11:30 AM

18

Curious about the capacity (number of people) who can fit in the building (especially relevant during colder months); I
recall earlier plans creating a "warming house" concept.

5/15/2017 3:35 AM

19

What a great space

5/15/2017 2:37 AM

20

I like it.

5/15/2017 2:22 AM

21

I like the multi use purpose. I feel it will draw a lot of people for various reasons.

5/15/2017 2:10 AM

22

Direct access from cafe indoor to outdoor seating is highly desirable. Open view to kitchen would enhance sense of

5/15/2017 1:23 AM

space.
23

Nice

5/15/2017 1:10 AM

24

Difficult to comment on.

5/15/2017 12:54 AM

25

It looks like everything was considered. I love the rooftop patio area!

5/15/2017 12:31 AM

26

very good

5/14/2017 12:37 AM

27

I hope the green roof will have native plants &/or organic veggies for the cafe.

5/13/2017 1:35 AM

28

Clever reuse of the structure! As long as there is proper signage, I approve.

5/12/2017 1:38 PM

29

Seems like a great lay out, the cafe will be really nice to have right by the water. There are not very many shops near

5/12/2017 2:57 AM

by to get drinks and enjoy the view.
30

Glad to see public restrooms since people visiting the area sometimes ask us locals where the nearest restrooms are

5/11/2017 10:51 AM

located. Thrilled that there will be a cafe and I hope they will have a liquor license.
31

Ramp up is very cool. What will be the use in the winter? I would like to see if you could tweak the cafe portion to

5/11/2017 6:05 AM

include a walk-up portion
32

It would make more sense to have the trash and loading area on the South side of the building where there is already
pavement making for easier access for trucks.
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33

Seems good! I like the public restrooms (please include multiple water bottle refill stations that count the number of

5/11/2017 1:13 AM

plastic bottles you are saving!), public meeting room, green roof, etc. My one concern would be the loading dock off of
West River Parkway. This should be hidden.
34

Good. I wish this survey was as good as the plans. Empty boxes do NOT make for good surveys.

5/10/2017 12:53 PM

35

The renderings on this page are way too small. Zooming way in, the text does not scale. It's hard to see what is really
going on. Once I took a screen grab of it and looked at that, I like the layout. I think a rooftop garden is a better plan

5/10/2017 6:23 AM

than a basic green roof. This would afford an opportunity for interpretive learning. I am curious how large the parkway
plaza is. It looks too small for outdoor seating, which I think is a must have. Any additional outdoor seating will be of
benefit. Look at Minnehaha, nobody goes to SeaSalt to sit inside the pavilion.
36

Will the main entrance be accessible to wheelchairs/strollers? Love the rooftop greenery

5/10/2017 4:57 AM

37

Will need a creative operator, will make little money. There is not enough to turn over to make a profit.

5/10/2017 4:00 AM

38

Green roof is a major plus.

5/10/2017 3:26 AM

39

see location comments. How will we guarentee it stays only 1 level in the future. Anything taller will disrupt views and

5/10/2017 1:01 AM

river access from 1st S.
40

Very nice!

5/9/2017 11:33 PM

41

Fine.

5/9/2017 1:22 AM

42

I think the building layout is fantastic. Do not change anything.

5/8/2017 12:13 PM

43

The building seems laid out primarily for tourists, not for community programming. I support a "community room"

5/8/2017 10:33 AM

instead of a "meeting room"
44

I like the idea of a cafe.

5/8/2017 10:29 AM

45

Again, keep the height of the structure as low as possible, near grade level of 1st St. Whatever activity is going to

5/8/2017 8:09 AM

happen on the green roof, be mindful of the proximity of traffic on 1st St. Balls or frizzbies flying out into the street can
become a traffic hazard and kids running after them could get hit. Have some sort of green barrier on that edge of the
green roof.
46

Pretty straightforward and intuitive. I love the rooftop space being used.

5/8/2017 7:11 AM

47

For use year around? It's disturbing West River Parkway.

5/8/2017 2:20 AM

48

Again, great concept. The rooftop plaza provides a great overview of the park and would be great for

5/8/2017 1:57 AM

interpretive/historic signs.
49

Great idea to include rooftop patio area with a garden and outdoor plaza to design. The food vendor is an excellent

5/7/2017 11:52 PM

addition. Will the restrooms be accessible from the outside when the building is closed?
50

I hope the restrooms would be publically accessible for parkway users (runners, cyclists, etc) and that there will be a

5/7/2017 1:26 PM

water fountain.
51

-Think about shade and climate control for the roof. -Think about how entrance from 1st street. -Like the subtle and

5/7/2017 12:24 PM

simple design that blends with the landscape. -Consider how the building can open up in the summer time, similar to
sea salt at Minnehaha Park.
52

Are the spaces large enough for the anticipated crowds?

5/7/2017 3:33 AM

53

I like the building layout.

5/7/2017 3:33 AM

54

No new buildings

5/6/2017 7:09 AM

55

No visual is showing here but it sounds overbaked and overbuilt. Why mess with mother nature? This gives me a

5/5/2017 2:47 PM

headache just reading about it. Now it seems like a nice quiet site. You seem to be ratcheting up the noise, literally
and figuratively.
56

This sounds fine but see my comments above

5/5/2017 10:17 AM

57

Hard to see they layout on this page, but love the green roof.

5/5/2017 7:07 AM

58

Looks good.

5/5/2017 3:47 AM

59

Looks fine to me.

5/5/2017 3:14 AM

60

Looks great, very cool use of pre-existing historical structures. Outdoor seating on the rooftop & or nearby for cafe

5/5/2017 2:17 AM

customers?
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61

Biggest PLUS to current plan!....thinking you are going to uncover some great historical stuff, based on Wave EIS
done 10 plus years ago....a public archeological involvement process with neighbors, students, public should be
considered.

5/5/2017 1:23 AM

62

Fine.

5/5/2017 1:04 AM

63

Fine, but why didn't you do this sooner so that you could save the original building. It's a shame.

5/5/2017 12:38 AM

64

As noted in my previous response, I'm a big fan. Incorporating historic mill structures is fantastic, and including public
meeting space is great idea. One thing unrelated to layout but still key: please select a vendor with a beer/wine
license! Great with ambiance but also a way to fatten your margins.

5/5/2017 12:38 AM

65

This seems like an excellend use of the space. I really like the layout and how it's incorporated into the historical ruins.

5/5/2017 12:29 AM

66

Very appealing.

5/5/2017 12:13 AM

67

Is there a plan for pets and dog waste disposal / pick up? As the rooftop connects to the First Street level, what is the
plan for after-hours security?

5/3/2017 5:05 PM
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SITE CIRCULATION

West River Parkway and the adjacent bicycle and pedestrian pathway along the river are heavily traveled
At the southern end of the project the Stone Arch Bridge brings visitors to the park. The current bridge trail ends near
a parking lot. A future connection will bring visitors directly to the existing river trail
One block east of the site, Second Street South is a dedicated bikeway. The woonerf connection provides a link
between Second Street and the park under First Street. The bicycle route is separate from the pedestrian route and
brings bicyclists down to the trails along the parkway. Design and signage will be needed to discourage bicycle travel
on the accessible routes through the park
The First Street and Fifth Avenue intersection is about 20 feet higher than West River Parkway. An accessible ramp
at the southern corner of the project will bring pedestrians down to the lower park and parkway level where the
building entrance is
The northern end of the pavilion rooftop is accessible from the First Street sidewalk
Inside the pavilion, a stair and elevator provide access from First Street to the lower level of the park. The stair and
elevator can be accessed when the building is open, during the hours the park is considered open. In front of the
pavilion is an outdoor seating plaza. A new crossing zone across West River Parkway is provided along the entire
length of the plaza
Adjacent to the pavilion, the city steps provide access form First Street to the lower level of the park
At the northern end of the site, the First Street and Third Avenue Bridge intersection is about 33 feet higher than West
River Parkway. The woonerf connection provides bicycle and pedestrian access below First Street to a level between
the upper intersection and the lower park area. From the woonerf pedestrians have accessible routes down to the
lower park level (plaza, parkway, and building entrance), or up to the First Street and rooftop level. From the lower
corner of the park a stairway also allows pedestrians to reach a second crosswalk nearer to the Third Avenue Bridge

Please share any comments about:
4. Site circulation

Q4 Site circulation
Answered: 67

Skipped: 42

#

Responses

Date

1

Connects well to the river, nice work

5/21/2017 6:13 AM

2

This circulation diagram really neglects people entering from anywhere other than Stone Arch and the sidewalk on 5th
av. Very cool to see the bridge leading to the parking lot get re-connected!

5/21/2017 5:52 AM

3

Can we rename it spaghetti junction? Seems to be trying to be and do too much. Build it and they will come, but then

5/20/2017 5:09 PM

they will walk around in circles and go away looking for a beer and a place to relax.
4

Sounds great. Please mark bike Lanes well so pedestrians know they are bike Lanes. The markings on the off street

5/20/2017 11:29 AM

bike trail on Park Ave could be an example
5

Bizzare

5/19/2017 8:49 PM

6

When available, signage samples might help explain some of the traffic and circulation efforts.

5/19/2017 8:10 AM

7

The woonerf doesn't feel like a woonerf. It feels like a parking lot, and parking lots are one of the places I feel least

5/18/2017 4:14 PM

safe walking, both physically (with the heavy vehicle presence) and from dangerous people (bad sightlines, hiding
spots, no people around). I would be hesitant to assume that would be a primary entrance point unless there is
significant change to the woonerf anticipated to make it less of a car-space and more of a people-space. There needs
to be a sidewalk on the river side of 1st. Our city streets need to have basic sidewalk facilities along them, including
our parks. Same with along the West River Parkway--if there's only a bike path added, it'll be used by people on foot as
well. Many people will be approaching this park from downriver, from the Stone Arch Bridge. People will likely cross
further downriver than where the "promenade" crossing is indicated, because humans don't go randomly out of our
way to get to things and the curve of the road adds distance once we've spotted the cafe building. Basically extend the
pink like that runs parallel to the cafe to the left and across West River Parkway and I think that's your rough likely
approach. I don't know that this needs to be included in the design--people crossing at random points helps calm
traffic--but it does create additional conflict points with people biking. In particular, I'm concerned about the number of
people who bike this stretch to commute and how often the bike paths are mixed use or conflict zones. The details say
that design and signage will be needed to keep people from biking on the accessible ramps, but there's no indication
of how people on bikes are supposed to interact with or get to the cafe and restrooms. Relatedly, where is bike
parking?
8

This was well done. Like all the steps going down to the river. Amenities might make more sense closer to the bridge.

5/18/2017 7:25 AM

9

How specifically will pedestrian vs bike traffic be managed? "Design and signage will be needed to discourage bicycle
travel on the accessible routes through the park" makes it sound like you are waving at the problem and haven't really
thought this through. I assume it will be well/appropriately lit at night?

5/18/2017 6:22 AM

10

I particularly like the separate walking and biking trails. Also, addition river access via the woonerf.

5/17/2017 1:32 PM

11

The most direct footpath between the woonerf and the park building is ignored. It is also the footpath with the smallest
gradient. How do you prevent foot traffic and noise on the path adjacent the building with many residents? Noise in
that narrow footpath will easily rise between those walls to the patios and balconies above. A more direct footpath
from the woonerf to the building -- or just moving the building back closer to the woonerf is needed.

5/17/2017 7:31 AM
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12

Flow works well

5/17/2017 4:33 AM

13

Too many sidewalks with no real purpose but the consideration of accessibility challenges is excellent

5/16/2017 12:42 PM

14

Looks fine

5/16/2017 4:40 AM

15

hate that it's a shared path! Make separate ones for bikes and pedestrians.

5/16/2017 1:52 AM

16

Keep South ADA ramp, eliminate North ADA ramp, preserve more trees and hillside. City steps could be built to

5/16/2017 1:41 AM

accommodate ADA ramp within if this is still desired.
17

keep bikers and walkers seperated

5/15/2017 12:02 PM

18

C

5/15/2017 11:31 AM

19

managing auto traffic in combination with pedestrian and bicycle use will be an important detail to examine

5/15/2017 4:15 AM

20

This will bring more people downtown to enjoy our city.

5/15/2017 2:37 AM

21

I hope cars stop for pedestrians.

5/15/2017 2:23 AM

22

I like the way that everything ties together.

5/15/2017 2:12 AM

23

Put a North arrow on the diagram. Description is tough to follow unless you are familiar with the site. The ''woonerf" is

5/15/2017 1:38 AM

a very inhospitable public space. It's poorly landscaped ( all hardscape ) and almost exclusively devoted to parking.
The owner should be required to improve it. The 2nd St. and 3rd Ave. entrances to the "woonerf" should be much
more inviting with clear signage to separate ADA pedestrians from the shared path. This space is a parking lot, not a
woonerf.
24

Looks good

5/15/2017 1:12 AM

25

Seems okay, but I still wonder where people are going to find parking, which already is a challenge with the

5/15/2017 12:56 AM

disappearance of the surface parking lots on Second Street. I don't advocate a lot of surface parking, but people get
places in automobiles and will have to park them someplace.
26

I love the bike route and pedestrian route separate and that the bike route brings you down to the trails.

5/15/2017 12:31 AM

27

the safety of the crossing one concerns me.

5/14/2017 12:38 AM

28

Is there a direct bike route to the building from the paths on the river? This map doesn't show the bike route, only the

5/13/2017 1:57 AM

many ADA routes & a "shared" path. Will there not be separate bike paths near the river for through biking if a biker is
not stopping at the building? If the path is shared, I hope it is very wide. The design picture on the next page shows
two paths below the road. Both show pedestrians. I don't understand why the one closest to the river isn't just for pets
& the second one closest to the road isn't just for bikes & skaters.
29

Sounds solid.

5/12/2017 1:41 PM

30

Make sure there is plenty of benches for seating and trash and recycling containers that can be used by visitors! Use
native plantings for all of the landscaping and keep it maintained. . . Not the mess that it is these days!

5/12/2017 3:02 AM

31

Love this new circulation. It can get pretty busy by the river and the additional paths will be very nice! Plus more bike
friendly.

5/12/2017 2:58 AM

32

Flow looks good but I wonder if vehicles will be cautious around the pedestrians crossing at 1st street from the wonerf
and crossing W River Pkwy. Perhaps with the increased pedestrian traffic in the area it's time to only allow cars on 1st
Street South at 5th Ave and not trucks (except for delivery to the block), buses and mail semi trucks. I can't tell you

5/11/2017 11:50 AM

how many close calls I've had and others.
33

Looks like a good plan. I would like it to come out exactly how it is planned. Do not want to see a half-assed

5/11/2017 6:41 AM

compromise sacrificing safety of vulnerable users (ped, bikes), just for convenience of motorists. There are other
roads, and drivers will learn to use them. What is the timeframe for the "future bike connection"?
34

Site circulation seems pretty good. The ADA access from the building to the North seems a long distance to go from

5/11/2017 1:50 AM

one level to the other. I understand the building with have an elevator.
35

Good.

5/11/2017 1:14 AM

36

The end of stone arch bridge is one of the most difficult places to navigate on foot and bike due to the large amount of
traffic using a variety of modes. While bikes need to be able to use this area, it should be primarily designed for
pedestrians. Please include some design features that calm bicycle speeds, separate bikes from peds, and provide a

5/11/2017 1:06 AM

clear route for bikes to travel through the area. This approach could also extend onto the stone arch bridge where
bicycles are often traveling at high speeds through crowds of people.
37

Great location! It is ABOUT TIME that Minneapolis recognizes the value of this beautiful location and the ASSET that
the river provides. The access to the location is great.
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38

any plantings or seating that could be added to the woonerf connection would be great. (That woonerf was a bust,
wasn't it? Looks like a parking lot to me! lol!) I'll also restate my need for the stair connection to 3rd. People coming

5/10/2017 6:28 AM

from downtown aren't coming from the East. Most coming from the east are going to come down Portland and that
connection is already strong. All of these connections along 1st street are hidden from view by Riverwest, so stronger
connections need to come from 3rd. Tourists don't know to go down 1st street.
39

Looks good, very tight

5/10/2017 4:00 AM

40

Nice

5/9/2017 11:34 PM

41

Seems workable. Will the woonerf be connected with this phase?

5/9/2017 1:21 PM

42

Good plan except concerns about the broad crossing pedestrian on West River Parkway.

5/9/2017 1:23 AM

43

NO COMMENTS

5/8/2017 12:16 PM

44

I'm having trouble seeing how the circulation solves the problem of bikes and pedestrians getting tangled up near the
stone arch bridge site.

5/8/2017 10:35 AM

45

I like the idea of a shared ped/bike path along the parkway. It should be wide enough so that the peds and bikes do not

5/8/2017 10:33 AM

get in each others way. And it should be clearly marked so that peds do not walk on the bike path.
46

I do not see any circulation lines on the Riverwest side of 5th Ave. People will use that sidewalk, so there needs to be

5/8/2017 8:14 AM

crossing access at the juncture of 1st St. and 5th ave. That is a very dangerous corner, especially in winter when
snow plowing and narrowing of driveable street lanes makes navigation and visibility limited. Do not allow parking on
both sides of 1st St. It is narrow enough now and if parking is allowed on both sides, you are asking for accidents. Try
to get the woonerf open as soon as possible. What will be the impact of the proposed repairs and possible closure of
lanes on 3d Ave bridge next year? 3d Ave / Central Ave is a major artery during rush hours. Pedestrian and bike traffic
will increase much. Need to take into consideration the traffic flow as well as park visitor circulation so the two do not
conflict.
47

I like the connection to the woonerf. Circulation looks well thought out.

5/8/2017 7:17 AM

48

Complicated and well need to be full of signs and park patrol directing people, bikes and cars. What hours is the park
"considered open", it should always be open.

5/8/2017 2:25 AM

49

Overall very good. 1st Ave gets very little foot and bicycle traffic, so again, my main concern is traffic calming
measures for the main crosswalk on the parkway.

5/8/2017 1:58 AM

50

So happy to see ADA accessible routes included. Also, connecting the Stone Arch Bridge to trails is important. Love to

5/7/2017 11:54 PM

see the access near Third Ave Bridge.
51

-Add bike lanes to west river parkway. Even though there is a bike trail, bike lanes wills make west river parkway safer

5/7/2017 12:33 PM

for bicyclists. -Think about raised crosswalks to improved pedestrian safety. -Provide more bike parking along First
Street. -Look at option for better bike connection at 5th Ave S.
52

Concerns about traffic on 1st Street. Like the Woonerf connection to the park. Traffic calming for pedestrian crossing

5/7/2017 3:36 AM

on Parkway seems like it will work. Good signage about the pedestrian crossing will be important.
53

Look at access for handcap people. Just because there are ramps doesn't mean people with inflexibility can use them

5/6/2017 7:12 AM

54

Again no visual showing but sounds like you could be creating new hidden nooks that are or will be perceived as
unsafe. How lighting be handled? Where do we park? We are seniors. Not disabled officially but accessing downtown
overall and most major mpls parks is a barrier for us.

5/5/2017 2:52 PM

55

I can't tell from the rendering, but having seperate bike and walkways makes using pathways so much more relaxing.

5/5/2017 7:09 AM

56

I really like the connector to the (now-useless) woonerf. It will be great to have another access point to downtown,

5/5/2017 4:35 AM

especially for bikes!
57

The Stone Arch Bridge entrance should have a smoother turn to going south-bound on the parkway.

5/5/2017 4:02 AM

58

Pedestrian and bike traffic access is important and it appears this design takes that into consideration.

5/5/2017 3:15 AM

59

No feedback.

5/5/2017 2:21 AM

60

First street traffic is already a challenge with 70-100 postal trucks, buses, cars and bikers daily!....if one way isn't
feaible, how about weight limits on semis, buses to get them back to Washington or other through streets....am a

5/5/2017 1:28 AM

strong advocate of one way east, but must admit there is some self serving aspect of that desire...bike traffic / access
to river road, especially fro 1 st and 3 red avenue is a challenge and I think some folks may carry bikes down steps
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61

Not sure about accessibility from the downtown side. Where is the parking? Ideally this will not be a park only for
bikers and walkers that live in the area, but also for people around the metro area. The elderly and disabled need
close parking. I assume there is at minimum an area for handicapped parking? Also, how will this affect traffic flow?
Are there studies on this? As there are fewer streets and lanes into downtown, this is a much more highly trafficked

5/5/2017 1:08 AM

and needed road.
62

The bike path in this area is already terribly confusing. The bike and walking paths merge, split, merge, in just a few
blocks making it difficult to figure out where to be. The signage is also confusing. As a walker I've been yelled at by
bikers for still being on the path after it splits. As a biker, I've had a hard time avoiding the walkers. Multiple pedestrian
cross-walks over the busy road should make this even more difficult to navigate.

5/5/2017 12:43 AM

63

As noted in first response, I think this all works. Space for bikers is key, but first and foremost will be to calm that
traffic. Right now there is little incentive for many thousands of river-goers to cross WR Parkway. That will change
when the Mez is done; we're going to see some slowdowns and backups that we haven't experienced in the past.
Hopefully everyone will relax.

5/5/2017 12:41 AM

64

Please see my first comment about pedestrian safety crossing the river road!

5/5/2017 12:33 AM

65

Excellent consideration given to different modes of transportation and accomodations for all types of park users. Well
connected to surrounding area.

5/5/2017 12:30 AM

66

Good, but the existence of the road ruins the entire project. Furthermore, the woonerg appears to have a permanent
black gate blocking access to the river. Will this stay?

5/5/2017 12:15 AM

67

My previous questions about traffic flow, parking and security apply here.

5/3/2017 5:05 PM
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VIEW LOOKING SOUTH FROM THIRD AVENUE BRIDGE

Pavilion and outdoor plaza are at the far south end of the project area near the First St and Fifth Ave intersection
Along the east edge of the park, First Street is elevated above the park and generally at the level of the pavilion roof
West River Parkway forms the west edge of the project site; the narrow strip of land between the parkway and the
river is included in a future phase. Just east of West River Parkway, linear lawn space approximately 25 feet wide
allows for small and large group use. The lawn space is slightly above the parkway elevation at the northern half of
the park
At the north end of the side, accessible pathways from the woonerf provide access to the upper and lower levels of
the park

VIEW OF MEZZANINE LAWN LOOKING NORTH FROM PLAZA

Lawn is about 25 feet wide and is open for flexible use
To the east of the lawn, a walkway provides a connection from the north end of the project to the plaza at the south
end. The lawn stays fairly level and the walkway slopes down toward the plaza. Seating facing the river is provided
where lawn and walkway meet
To the west of the lawn, the city steps provide seating overlooking the lawn and river. The steps provide a transition
for people to move between First Street at the upper level and the lawn and main park area below

2017 Water Works Mezzanine Phase - Survey #1

Q5 Water Works is a gathering place and a
venue for storytelling where people can tell
their own stories. What can we do to
establish this as a gathering place for
diverse communities to meet? What would
make you tell stories here?
Answered: 58

Skipped: 51

#

Responses

Date

1

Tools to promote stories: Open spaces, ampatheater, et cetera

5/21/2017 6:16 AM

2

Trees, shelter, rest rooms, cheap snacks, variety of music

5/20/2017 11:33 AM

3

Story telling? Get real.

5/19/2017 8:50 PM

4

How do you mow the city steps? Love them. But wouldn't want to be in charge of maintaining them!

5/19/2017 8:12 AM

5

Food, water, restrooms so I can stay a while. Other people. Frequent and nearby transit access--ideally on West River
Parkway. Bike access & safe and accessible bike parking. Clarity that I'm also welcome to bring my own food.
Recycling/composting. Spaces that aren't just wide open--walls or halfwalls or hills that create semi-enclosed spaces.
Quiet--motorized traffic adjacent to here goes super fast and it can be hard to hear one another. Design it to be used
as a shortcut (3rd to Stone Arch? unsure) then make it attractive enough to stay. Connect to the already existing
stories of the space it is on and don't center white people's stories. Water features. Seating that works in winter (i.e.
wood, so it doesn't feel so cold). A reason to return--things that change through the year to check on, whether plants
or art. Things that shift through the day. Knowing I can access a restroom when I need one. Clear directional ties to
other parts of the city and communities. How far of a bike ride is it to Lowry, for example? Good vistas, places to see
the clouds roll in, places to run into other people.

5/18/2017 4:29 PM

6

Green space that is well lit and maintained. Public art.

5/18/2017 7:29 AM

7

Make it much less generic. Recognize the "sacredness" (in all it senses) of the river nearby.

5/18/2017 6:27 AM

8

Make sure there is adequate transit from all parts of the city enabling people to access this water resource.

5/17/2017 1:36 PM

9

First, if you want diverse populations to come, you need to have it readily accessible for all, and that requires parking.
Otherwise, you're stuck with the healthy and moneyed group. Why make it storytelling? Why can't it be there for
nature appreciation and history appreciation? I would tell stories there if I were homeless and lived there.

5/17/2017 7:35 AM
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10

Not sure

5/17/2017 4:35 AM

11

Interpretive center within the building. Otherwise exterior is just for views to river.

5/16/2017 3:25 AM

12

keep it clean (garbage and recycling cleaned out regularly) also, enforce laws to keep it safe - if people feel safe they
will come lastly, clean and accessible bathrooms

5/15/2017 12:06 PM

13

J

5/15/2017 11:31 AM

14

unsure what is meant re: "what would make you tell stories here?" are you referring to physically talking? Art? Music?
Food?

5/15/2017 4:19 AM

15

Themes and festivals

5/15/2017 2:54 AM

16

Landforms/art that have something to write home about.

5/15/2017 2:27 AM

17

Statues, of well know local multi ethnic people showing inclusion in the landscape of the of the area.

5/15/2017 2:18 AM

18

Water Works will require an active website with frequent programming notices. Also, an individual dedicated to

5/15/2017 1:54 AM

building the park's reputation as a gathering place for diverse communities. Clear and timely communication with the
public and a high level of maintenance/service will help ensure its success. This will require consistent financial
resources, which will probably need to be supplemented by private philanthropy.
19

There is a park along Mont Royal Est, in Montreal, that has a small trailer in it, full of items that can be used for crafts,

5/14/2017 12:42 AM

storytelling, etc. I don't recall if it is staffed when open or not, but probably; check it out.
20

The city steps are effective at doing so, although I think some semblance of a plaza would create an atmosphere
where it is accepted to stop and sit a while. Steps in and of themselves suggest a need for movement rather than

5/12/2017 1:50 PM

settling and enjoying the moment through stories.
21

Incorporate historical plaques and photos of the surrounding area that will get people talking about how this area was

5/12/2017 3:09 AM

established and how it grew around this milling site!
22

Invite specific groups from churches, McPhail Music school, Abiitan building (1 blk away), schools or colleges. Some
type of email group or social media will be needed to invite people to listen/gather.

5/11/2017 9:33 PM

23

no cars.

5/11/2017 6:44 AM

24

Do not plant scented trees, shrubs or flowers especially varieties of lilacs, phlox and lilies. There are many people who
cannot enjoy the outdoors because of scents. I would like to see the water front planted with native plants so that

5/11/2017 1:58 AM

there is a good buffer between human debris and our 'clean' water source.
25

The steps could be a nice place to eat lunch and chat with friends. However, it would be much nicer if there were less

5/11/2017 1:18 AM

paths to look over to see the river.
26

Space for small live music venue. Beach area.

5/10/2017 12:58 PM

27

seating among the trees between 1st and the parkway rather than cutting them down.

5/10/2017 6:33 AM

28

Utilize ramps rather than steps and use benches rather than steps as seating. Directly reach out to communities with
ways to use the space. Provide some initial programming -- architecture tours, kayaking, let families/schools know the
space is available

5/10/2017 5:06 AM

29

Intimate gathering nooks

5/10/2017 4:40 AM

30

What's the difference between this and Gold Medal Park a block away as a place to gather? Again programming will

5/10/2017 4:00 AM

be difficult with no access, great for the neighborhood only
31

Just providing the space with the adjacent restaurant is all we need to do. Visitors will do the rest at bringing life for all
to the space.

5/10/2017 3:27 AM

32

parking. free parking.

5/10/2017 1:01 AM

33

Keep it clean and tidy. Staff like the Commons. Add programming that appeals to diverse groups.

5/9/2017 1:28 AM

34

HAVE FORUMS.

5/8/2017 12:24 PM

35

Encourage busking, performers, poets and clowns.

5/8/2017 10:38 AM

36

Do not over-program the use of the space. Let visitors organically decide what to do in the space. The Commons is
doing this quite well. No amplified music or PA systems should ever be allowed in the space, or the park in general.

5/8/2017 8:24 AM

Very annoying to residents of Riverwest and Carlyle and other residential buildings nearby.
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37

Good lighting so people feel safe, plenty of shade, engaging aesthetics (not beige everywhere). It should look nice but
not made to be used and experienced. Have events that speak to different cultures, especially in the first year. Have
the cafe be people of color-owned/run.

5/8/2017 7:49 AM

38

The lawn will mostly be used by dogs and shouldn't be consider for having a picnic or doing yoga there. The picture
seems to make the space seem larger than what it actually is. The history of the area would be an interesting story.

5/8/2017 2:32 AM

39

Would the Sioux Chef (http://sioux-chef.com) be a food partner for the new cafe? Emphasize the space as an
intersection for different neighborhoods (North to Cedar Riverside). Encourage way finding signs from Northside or
Cedar Riverside bike paths leading to Water Works park. In order for this space to be used by a diverse community, is

5/8/2017 2:02 AM

has to be open and welcoming to audiences apart from the immediate Mill District residents.
40

I will repeat my message from a previous question: I really hope you include less green grass lawn that may need

5/8/2017 1:26 AM

pesticides and fertilizers and utilize diverse, native plantings that help pollinators and need few or no inputs. The area
could also be educational and set an example about how all that we put on lawns and gardens goes into our
waterways, as well as any trash. Litter seems to be a huge issue in the city right now (as shown by the fact that
someone has pulled out 176 bags of trash out of lake Hiawatha in a little over a year and a half). Could there be an
exhibit that shows our storm drains empty into the lakes and rivers?
41

My story will be yoga and meditation which the green space offers. Would it help to have a paver stage area (doesn't
need to be big) but dedicates a space to tell a story.

5/7/2017 11:57 PM

42

Maintain the green spaces. Nobody wants to hang out in an unkempt, weedy mess. Also, public water fountains are
limited along the river, and the area has a high number of recreational users. A year-round water fountain incorporated
into the site design would encourage more otherwise passive users to enter the site.

5/7/2017 1:29 PM

43

-Provide space for many year round activities for people of all ages. -Incorporate more public art. -Create meeting
space for free public meetings.

5/7/2017 12:37 PM

44

Historical tours and storytelling will be important. Extend approach used in Mill City Museum with historic characters in
costume telling stories. Opportunities to tour mill ruins.

5/7/2017 3:39 AM

45

dumb idea

5/5/2017 6:39 PM

46

Now the visuals show on this page. OMG it looks fakey and overly manicured. Lawns are passe! Looks as barren as
the concrete slabs at boom island park and about as lifeless and barren too. Stop! Listen to mother nature when you

5/5/2017 3:06 PM

are this close to the riverfront. Another place for "storytelling" is not needed at all. We have open space for this
intensive concrete use at that vikings plaza, boom island, upper harbor amphiteater, scherer/halls, Peavy and others
nearby. Why not focus some energy snd money on more blighted areas of town? And keeping a more nature oriented
atmosohere? You are ignoring what makes this place unique, natural and historic and instead are blandly genericizing
this place.
47

Comfortable seating Thoughtful plantings ( not simply sod which is lifeless and only attracts geese)

5/5/2017 10:21 AM

48

Lots of trees.

5/5/2017 8:49 AM

49

I think activities for kids brings people together, so climbable public art or a water feature.

5/5/2017 7:14 AM

50

Conversation groups for recent immigrants to practice English with volunteer native speakers. Varieties of artistic
exhibits and performances (art, dance, music, spoken word) from many cultures & communities -- focusing more on

5/5/2017 4:39 AM

passionate amateurs than professionals, and sometimes divided by ages.
51

Design must be such that it can be managed so trouble-makers and other riff-raff are minimized within the design

5/5/2017 3:18 AM

52

No feedback.

5/5/2017 2:40 AM

53

Lots of history here as you well know!...signage, recognition of previous lives, water works plant, mills and restaurant,

5/5/2017 1:33 AM

native Americans, amsure there are others as well need to be represented
54

Safety is first. Clean, accessible bathrooms. Good lighting. Well maintained.

5/5/2017 1:10 AM

55

I'm a big placard/sign reader, but I know not everyone is keen to stop and study text. There may be more "artistic"
ways of conferring ideas/stories/history, but I'm not creative enough to figure that out. I'm not sure you can "make" this
sort of thing happen, you can only provide the space and "allow" it to happen, perhaps encourage it. And if you do

5/5/2017 12:48 AM

that, well, that's a job well done.
56

Historical displays that tie the current use to what was done in this area in the past would be cool, especially if they

5/5/2017 12:35 AM

are interactive. The setting, coupled with the park amenities will provoke thoughtful consideration of the past and
discussion amongst users.
57

Programming with cultural aspects. Connect people to the river and its Native American legacy by providing kayak
rentals.
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58

Really? I live 50 feet from this site so I'm concerned about parking, security, traffic flow, cleanliness and loitering. I'd

5/3/2017 5:06 PM

like to see / hear those issues addressed before we get into story telling.

Q6 How can food be central to the Water
Works experience?
Answered: 61

Skipped: 48

#

Responses

Date

1

Similar to other parks having good food brings people together

5/21/2017 6:16 AM

2

Carry out picnic food from counter in pavillion allowing for small table seating in bad weather. Like the size of the little
cafe inside Mpls Inst of Arts. Too many half filled cafes nearby already.

5/20/2017 5:14 PM

3

Indoor and outdoor seating. Food trucks would be fun Affordable pricing. Multiple options-snacks and sit down meals

5/20/2017 11:33 AM

4

Keep it fast casual and affordable like Sea Salt.

5/19/2017 8:12 AM

5

More than one food vendor. Offer various price points, including smaller portion sizes for those who want a snack or

5/18/2017 4:29 PM

are children or elderly or not 6' tall. Integrate a food garden into the space. Make sure it's reliable. There aren't other
options anywhere near here, so if I make plans to go here but it's closed on Mondays or after 5PM or before noon or
whatever? I'm less likely to try again because there's no back-up plan. Do incubator restaurants, like food trucks, but
in one place. Or pre-made items from a variety of vendors. Or a cooking/agricultural college's offerings. Make it zerowaste. Make it feel real, not flimsy and throw-away. Use real plates and real dishes, rather than single-use trash ones
that feel like a throw-away experience and end up blowing around outside. Use food to create a sense of community
and gravitas. Long tables intended to be shared, potentially? Or flexible seating that can turn into a good-enough
space to eat when it's busy. Make sure to offer foods for all people--halal, kosher, vegan. Offer food year-round. Offer
outside dining year-round.
6

Does it need to be? Why? Seems like walking and admiring the beauty of the river and the ruins should be the main

5/18/2017 7:29 AM

experience.
7

Serve local native American food.

5/18/2017 6:27 AM

8

Perhaps have a dedicated parking area for food trucks.

5/17/2017 1:36 PM

9

It shouldn't be.

5/17/2017 7:35 AM

10

Good, pure, whole flood that are healthy and quick that can be eaten in the park.

5/17/2017 4:35 AM

11

The cafe

5/16/2017 3:25 AM

12

Our society is obsessed with creating food/entertainment experiences and we forget about nature experience which is
the greatest food for the soul!!

5/15/2017 1:08 PM

13

walk up windows for those with pets or too sweaty to go inside is a must

5/15/2017 12:06 PM

14

J

5/15/2017 11:31 AM

15

creating a space for a variety of food trucks

5/15/2017 4:19 AM

16

Provide ethic food

5/15/2017 2:54 AM

17

I can't wait to have a MIssissippi Mud burger.

5/15/2017 2:27 AM

18

I don't know if food trucks will be included but that is one way of having a variety of food and giving local ethnic vendors

5/15/2017 2:18 AM

space along the water front.
19

Select an established, quality food vendor that has broad appeal and an excellent reputation for good management
practices and diversity in hiring. The selection of the vendor is a critical decision that will set the tone for the entire

5/15/2017 1:54 AM

park.
20

Have the cafe serve various types of food, changing by day if it is not possible to have all offerings everyday. I hope

5/13/2017 2:00 AM

the food will come from local farms who are dedicated to humane & environmentally friendly practices.
21

More seating, maybe a continuation of the boardwalk that begins around Mill City Museum that actually includes
retail/restaurant space.The cafe is a good way to do this.
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22

Either provide food in the pavilion, or allow vendors (ice cream in summer, hot soup in winter).. A coffee would fit
nicely in the pavilion

5/12/2017 4:31 AM

23

I don't think that it should be a food destination primarily . . . But can be a place to get a beverage or a snack or light

5/12/2017 3:09 AM

lunch for workers in the area. The more food venues may mean more trash! A place for cocktails would be nice!
24

I feel it's very important to have a cafe or restaurant on the riverfront. Since I live in RiverWest I would use it

5/11/2017 9:33 PM

frequently. Plus if you plan to have events there will need to be food/drinks on this side of the riverfront just as there is
on the NE side of the river. I do hope you will at least allow beer and wine at the cafe.
25

Food plants to be grown. Parkway closed on weekends for food trucks to fill roadway.

5/11/2017 6:44 AM

26

Have the café centrally located for easier access from whole park. It would be good to have the kayak/canoe landing
adjacent to the café so people can watch their watercraft while enjoying a beverage and food.

5/11/2017 1:58 AM

27

Close the parkway from 11-1pm each day so food trucks can set up. Also, include frequent compost/recycling/garbage
bin stations.

5/11/2017 1:18 AM

28

cheap, local fare with local beers

5/11/2017 1:07 AM

29

Food trucks. Restaurateur like at Minnehaha Falls.

5/10/2017 12:58 PM

30

more outdoor seating close to the cafe. room for food trucks

5/10/2017 6:33 AM

31

Vendors need to be active and diverse. Food carts might be good during the spring/summer. Ensure there are

5/10/2017 5:06 AM

ecologically friendly options... Recycling, compostable plates/cups etc
32

Food trucks would be fun!

5/10/2017 4:50 AM

33

Must have alcohol and operator must know it will be very seasonal at best

5/10/2017 4:00 AM

34

Creating an experience like Minnehaha Falls where food is a destination and including space for food trucks will
enhance vitality.

5/9/2017 11:35 PM

35

Easy to eat portable food (hand held) with compostable utensils/napkins/etc. Recycling and compost and landfill bins

5/9/2017 1:28 AM

easy to access.
36

VERY IMPORTANT

5/8/2017 12:24 PM

37

A community garden would ensure free local food. Or some fruit trees. Or a strawberry patch. So many options!

5/8/2017 10:38 AM

38

Most people visiting the park are not going to want a full sit-down meal. They'll want to grab-and-go with perhaps a
place to sit and enjoy the river while they eat a burger and drink a Coke. I'd recommend be careful deciding what kind

5/8/2017 8:24 AM

of operation the restaurant in the space beneath the green lawn will be. Keep in mind the limited parking, which could
be a factor in who and how many and often people come for a dinner meal. Will people want to walk to the restaurant
from the nearest ramps? I've heard several people compare the potential for a restaurant to the Tin Fish. There is no
comparison. Tin FIsh is the ONLY place to grab something to eat within several long blocks. They have a captive
audience. Water Works will not enjoy that. There are at least 12 good restaurants, most full-service, within easy
walking distance of Water Works. Visitors have a lot of choices. Do not put a lot of stock in a restaurant operation that
will end up costing the MPRB a lot of money. My personal opinion is that you'd be better off licensing about 4 food
trucks annually to provide a variety of food offerings during height of visitor season. Have food truck operators bid on
the space and licenses and make some money from license rental.
39

The cafe could follow an interesting model where it serves almost as an incubator for food businesses- the lease could
change every so often. Have an herb garden on the roof, and use those in the food. Make sure the economic activity

5/8/2017 7:49 AM

that happens in the park building goes to communities of color.
40

There should be room for food trucks to drive into, with the type of food offered alternating.

5/8/2017 2:32 AM

41

Create off street spaces for rotating food trucks.

5/8/2017 2:02 AM

42

Being able to get food from local farmers grown without chemicals would be great. And also making it a zero waste

5/8/2017 1:26 AM

area - with educational displays that show why not creating waste in the first place is the best step.
43

Rooftop garden can provide local food for a food vendor. People are enticed to gather when food and drink are offered

5/7/2017 11:57 PM

and can be enjoyed in a beautiful space.
44

Food would help make this a destination. However, park food spaces are becoming quite trendy with extremely long
lines. Food needs to be good enough to be worth the long wait and/or conscious effort is needed to promote

5/7/2017 1:29 PM

circulation of restaurant users through the restaurant area.
45

-Make it year round. -Provide food that people can take with them and eat around the park.

5/7/2017 12:37 PM

46

Encourage picnic lunches. Allow people to drink wine or beer with picnic lunches.

5/7/2017 3:39 AM
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47

Cart vendors

5/6/2017 7:13 AM

48

good idea

5/5/2017 6:39 PM

49

As minimally and discretely as possible. Why would food be "central"? It's a beautiful space to think about and
experience some remaining piece of nature in an urban area. We can bring our own. Encourage some nearby

5/5/2017 3:06 PM

restaurants to fill in with small carts at most?
50

Local vendors, no chains Caution: Pay attention to the waste food carryout/packaging creates

5/5/2017 10:21 AM

51

Making sure to have garbage, recycling, and compost bins.

5/5/2017 8:49 AM

52

Simple, high end, healthy food, fun desserts, hot chocolate for winter. Maybe even just a bakery? or something like
French Meadow. A Mpls based restaurant would be nice. The ambience is more important than the food. Stone walls,

5/5/2017 7:14 AM

wood beams, industrial look.
53

Community potlucks. A specific cultural group might be willing to share their food traditions in a ticketed event. It would
be wonderful if the cafe menu was truly multicultural; maybe on a rotating basis?

5/5/2017 4:39 AM

54

Employ outside experts like Tin Fish to run it.

5/5/2017 3:18 AM

55

As previously discussed, designated areas for food carts, trucks, eating space. Choose a good local vendor for cafe.

5/5/2017 2:40 AM

Close river road in water works area during certain times (weekday lunch, evening and weekends) to allow food
vendors. Have plenty of trash/recycle bins and keep area clean. Nothing will stifle food being central more than an
unkempt park. Dog waste management and enforcement of owner cleanup needs to be exceptionally executed.
Dedicated space for dog waste a must (see grass area on north side of Federal building 212 3rd ave s). I do not want
to see a bunch of dead grass spots due to dog urine.
56

Food and beverage are central to success as well as scenic views....bringing, contracting with Sea Salt concessionaire
would be a good start!

5/5/2017 1:33 AM

57

Like Tin Fish and Sea Salt and the gazebo at Harriet, food/beverages provide a natural stopping and gathering space.

5/5/2017 12:48 AM

This also allows for people to connect when they otherwise might just keep moving and never converse. Again, that
the pavilion will be open year-round is wonderful, as it will give people added incentive to get down to the river even
when temps aren't ideal.
58

Please find a way to make sure this does not cause a garbage problem in the park.

5/5/2017 12:44 AM

59

A cafe is a great idea, there are many examples of successful parnerships with MPRB across the city (Sandcastle,

5/5/2017 12:35 AM

Sea Salt, Tin Fish, Bread & Pickle). Combining the historical nature of the site with the menu and the cafe could be
cool - mill themed offerings and cafe decor. Encouraging 100% compostable and recyclable food consumption is very
important. Please do not make this park another trash generator.
60

Food festival or nearby farmer's market.

5/5/2017 12:18 AM

61

Whatever is sold on site should be in compostable packaging with compostable flatware. Encourage picnicking with

5/3/2017 5:06 PM

lots of convenient trash receptacles.

Q7 How do you most often arrive to the
Water Works area (Mill City neighborhood
and Stone Arch Bridge)?
Answered: 92

Skipped: 17
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Walk

61.96%

57

Bike

15.22%

14

Bus

2.17%

2

LRT

2.17%

2

Drive

18.48%

17

Drop off Service (Metro Mobility, Taxi, Uber, etc)

0.00%

0

Total

92

Q8 Which best describes the ways you visit
the Water Works area?
Answered: 91

Skipped: 18
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As part of a daily or weekly routine

69.23%

63

For large events or special occasions

6.59%

6

If you happen to be nearby

21.98%

20

You almost never visit

2.20%

2

Total

91

Q9 When you visit the Waterworks area
what do you do?
Answered: 91

Skipped: 18
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Total

50.00%

21.05%

15.79%

13.16%

38

16

12

10

76

51.28%
40

16.67%
13

17.95%
14

14.10%
11

78

53.01%
44

22.89%
19

18.07%
15

6.02%
5

83

32.47%
25

20.78%
16

31.17%
24

15.58%
12

77

65.48%
55

16.67%
14

10.71%
9

7.14%
6

84

8.57%

12.86%

24.29%

54.29%

6

9

17

38

70

65.00%
52

15.00%
12

5.00%
4

15.00%
12

80

Attend a special event (weddings, markets,
festivals)

54.43%
43

18.99%
15

13.92%
11

12.66%
10

79

Attend a program or activity (fitness class,
concert, art making)

20.55%
15

13.70%
10

31.51%
23

34.25%
25

73

Walk your dog

26.39%
19

6.94%
5

8.33%
6

58.33%
42

72

20.29%

15.94%

23.19%

40.58%

14

11

16

28

69

11.94%
8

10.45%
7

23.88%
16

53.73%
36

67

20.59%
14

14.71%
10

16.18%
11

48.53%
33

68

75.00%

22.62%

1.19%

1.19%

63

19

1

1

84

65.82%
52

15.19%
12

7.59%
6

11.39%
9

79

50.70%
36

19.72%
14

14.08%
10

15.49%
11

71

11.94%
8

8.96%
6

17.91%
12

61.19%
41

67

See a performance (inside)

Eat at a restaurant

Eat outside (food truck or picnic)

Exercise

Play games

People watch

Get information (wayfinding, upcoming events)

Network at educational opportunities

Work or study

Use bike or walking trails

Rest or take a break

Gather socially

Host a community or work meeting

#

Other (please specify)

Date

1

Bike commute

5/20/2017 11:36 AM

2

I go stormwatching here. I use as a cut-through between destinations. I enjoy walking the bridges because they're
long stretches without having to deal with drivers.

5/18/2017 4:51 PM

3

Read the history markers and appreciate the area's history.

5/17/2017 7:40 AM

4

Live

5/16/2017 12:45 PM

5

We will be moving downtown, fall 2018 then we will be doing all activities

5/15/2017 2:57 AM

6

Whenever I bring people to town, I bring them here. However, as I live/study at Macalester College in St. Paul, it's too
far to do things like exercise.

5/12/2017 2:01 PM
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7

go on a date. the stone arch is the best date spot in town

5/10/2017 6:40 AM

8

I enjoy sitting and listening to the water going over the Falls.

5/8/2017 8:29 AM

9

Farmers market

5/7/2017 3:45 AM

10

water park maybe

5/5/2017 6:41 PM

11

in area for business purposes

5/5/2017 3:17 PM

12

Walk along the river

5/5/2017 10:37 AM

13

Children's area/park

5/5/2017 1:16 AM

Q10 Imagine visiting this new park in 5
years, either alone or with others. What is
the one thing you most notice and feel?
Answered: 62

Skipped: 47

#

Responses

Date

1

Ruins and connection to the river. The Mississippi still feels disconnected from the city, Guthrie and gold medal park
do a good job of getting is closer but this park will achieve it.

5/21/2017 6:23 AM

2

Upkeep, community engagement, are people taking advantage of site features.

5/21/2017 5:57 AM

3

As much natural connection to the Mississippi River as possible, with as much natural landscaping as possible to view
while I am there.

5/20/2017 5:38 PM

4

Fresh air, trees, envigoration/energy, color

5/20/2017 11:36 AM

5

Do we really need another park that close to Gold Medal Park! The Warehouse District has nothing... figure out how
much we pay in taxes. Our kids have one small, poorly maintained playground. Thanks a lot!

5/19/2017 9:02 PM

6

There is more going on than just neighbors walking and relieving dogs.

5/19/2017 8:15 AM

7

There are many people here, walking and biking, at all times of day and all days of the year. Drivers no longer speed

5/18/2017 4:51 PM

along using it as a short-cut, ruining the quality of experience for everyone else--parents feel safe crossing without
holding their children's hands. There're tourists and photo shoots and bike/walk commuters and elderly people and
families, both stopped and in motion heading places. When I walk to the river, I don't have to plan because I need to
find a bathroom or dehydrate myself to avoid needing to pee. Unlike so many other parks, this one welcomes ALL
people, including women, elderly, children, caretakers, disabled, by reliably meeting our most basic needs of water and
restroom throughout the year. It's got abundant foot traffic so those who feel most vulnerable physically feel safe, and a
casual and diverse mix of users so that those who are used to being harassed know this is their space too. It's not just
for people who drive, like many other regional parks that aren't easy to access via bike or walking or transit. It's wellsigned, easy to find from up and down river.
8

Relaxed and connected to nature and history. Get away from the city while still being in it.

5/18/2017 7:33 AM

9

It would be a place to stay a while and ponder, not just walk past or take out-of-town visitors to. It would do this by
enhancing a very important location right along the river, making it a place for everyone. What it would not be is yet
another poorly thought and out and badly maintained "cookie cutter" park. Park designers should be looking to some of
the very small exceptional new parks in places like the Netherlands.

5/18/2017 6:43 AM

10

Hopefully this new park will give people more access to the water either visually or by using canoes and kayaks to
explore the area.

5/17/2017 1:39 PM

11

The urban noise

5/17/2017 7:40 AM

12

Trees and historical context make the magic of Minneapolis.

5/17/2017 4:46 AM

13

Green - grass and trees

5/16/2017 6:22 AM

14

A sense of our cosmopolitan, diverse community.

5/16/2017 5:57 AM

15

The falls

5/16/2017 3:27 AM

16

a great park with access on foot wheels and water

5/15/2017 12:11 PM
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17

Excited by the prospect of being able to put a kayak right in the river... DIRECT connection with the water

5/15/2017 4:21 AM

18

Just being outside with people. We will

5/15/2017 2:57 AM

19

I'd like to imagine the hustle and bustle of people moving about enjoying the space.

5/15/2017 2:25 AM

20

The restfulness and calm of this space versus the current chaos of traffic and lack of easy access to the Stone Arch
Bridge.

5/15/2017 2:03 AM

21

How beautiful it is and how it connects one to the river. It looks amazing.

5/15/2017 1:16 AM

22

how green it is in the summer;

5/14/2017 12:44 AM

23

That people love the river, parks & the city of Minneapolis

5/13/2017 2:09 AM

24

I feel that I'm a part of a vibrant urban area with a distinct aesthetic. If this means an object, I would notice how much
local flair there is. Cedar trees, homages to milling, etc.

5/12/2017 2:01 PM

25

The historical feel of the area!

5/12/2017 3:16 AM

26

lots of green space, trees, places to comfortably sit. Having happy hour with my husband and dog.

5/11/2017 9:36 PM

27

Safe. Tranquil. No threat or noise from vehicles or police whatsoever. Freedom to do as I please. Not feeling watched

5/11/2017 7:29 AM

by governmental bodies.
28

Hectic design

5/11/2017 1:40 AM

29

less of an industrial feel from the area around the lock

5/11/2017 1:09 AM

30

Beautiful location and finally taking advantage of the river.

5/10/2017 1:01 PM

31

It's clean, it;s safe and well lit and it is connected to the city as best it can be.

5/10/2017 6:40 AM

32

A diverse and vibrant atmosphere.

5/10/2017 5:56 AM

33

That the park is clean, well maintained and used.

5/10/2017 5:08 AM

34

Seamless transition from one part to the next. Right now it's fragmented and people are uncertain about what to do
when visiting. I want to explore with my family and be inspired with what Mpls has to offer.

5/10/2017 4:53 AM

35

A lock and Dam that is useless and unsightly, no parking, no place to park my bike, not really a destination

5/10/2017 4:00 AM

36

Vitality and space for more people than we currently have

5/9/2017 11:38 PM

37

The Mississippi River & the Falls. Should be the most prominent feature. Rushing water sound and spray.

5/9/2017 1:34 AM

38

The serenity

5/8/2017 12:36 PM

39

Trees. Lots and lots of trees.

5/8/2017 8:29 AM

40

It is both a destination and a resting place while you walk or bike. It feels truly public. People of all ages and abilities
use the park, including children and college students.

5/8/2017 8:06 AM

41

Sense of history, origins, and place, sense of pride. A respite from the bustle of the city, reconnection to nature.

5/8/2017 3:03 AM

42

The river.

5/8/2017 2:37 AM

43

How connected I feel to what is growing there, with educational guides on why you planted a diverse array of plants
that help people and pollinators and wildlife. I really really don't want to see wide expanses of grass that needs lots of
input.

5/8/2017 1:32 AM

44

Open gathering spaces, energy of the people using the spaces. Happy people!

5/8/2017 12:01 AM

45

Lots of people enjoying themselves.

5/7/2017 3:45 AM

46

How I appropriate changing this area will be

5/6/2017 7:19 AM

47

water park

5/5/2017 6:41 PM

48

Sad that it feels overbaked, overwrought, over manufactured, overpriced, overdone and largely generic and that
historic riverfront and natural feel are missing. Looks like a fake prissy lawn ready for croquet in white dresses. Sorry.

5/5/2017 3:17 PM

49

A nice mix of city ameneties working alongside nature. Central Park in New York has a diverse mix of landscapes from
brambel to park lawns.

5/5/2017 10:37 AM

50

Hopefully, the excitement of a well-designed park that is an asset to the city.

5/5/2017 8:53 AM
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51

I think it will feel alive and the clean lines (lines that continue vs walking across the bridge to the south side and ending
at a hodge lodge of paths) will give it a peaceful feeling. The beauty of the stone arch bridge and the simplicity and
pleasure of walking across it, it's extension to the food venue, all focused around the gorgeous Mississippi River.

5/5/2017 7:21 AM

52

I hope I will feel that we are a larger, more inclusive community.

5/5/2017 4:44 AM

53

Sight lines

5/5/2017 3:21 AM

54

The intentional improvement to a space in my neighborhood that I use constantly

5/5/2017 3:12 AM

55

Hope this project doesn't take 5 years, already progressing too slowly. What I notice is an urban park setting that feels
vibrant, comfortable and makes me want to gather with friends/family. I will be exploring the rive via kayak and it will
feel more like up north on a lake, but with the urban conveniences.

5/5/2017 2:47 AM

56

Hopefully not the litter, traffic, noise and smells!

5/5/2017 1:36 AM

57

Not too congested. Well maintained. Clean bathrooms. Suburban and city people together.

5/5/2017 1:16 AM

58

Place. The Falls. The River. The History. Someplace special carved out of Minneapolis' past and present.

5/5/2017 12:51 AM

59

Hopefully less fences along the river.

5/5/2017 12:46 AM

60

The beauty of the Mississippe river connected to the city of Minneapolis; feeling fortunate for the natural gifts of our
city and state.

5/5/2017 12:38 AM

61

The connection to the river! But the parkway totally interrups this.

5/5/2017 12:20 AM

62

I'm hoping that it will be clean, well maintained, safe and secure.

5/3/2017 5:09 PM

Q11 What would help you feel more
connected to the culturally significant river
and public space?
Answered: 79

Skipped: 30
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Historical information

36.71%

29

Tours

8.86%

7

Access to the river

43.04%

34

Local cultural, educational, and/or historical programming

8.86%

7
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2.53%

Ambassadors
Total

79

#

Other

Date

1

Also tours and educational programming and historical info

5/21/2017 6:23 AM

2

I think that's something that gets established over time--it's hard to make a space immediately significant using any
one tool.

5/21/2017 5:57 AM

3

Destruction of the whole St Anthony Falls man-made engineering and the lock and dam. Bring it all back to its natural

5/20/2017 5:38 PM

state. All the other options are already there, other than "Ambassadors", though the tour guides already at work in the
area--History guides, Segway guides, and pedi-cab drivers--do a fine job.
4

Nothing

5/19/2017 9:02 PM

5

More people around so I feel safe to explore it more. More historical information that ties into current realities. I want
to know how climate change is impacting our river. I want to know if the water I see at the falls today is the rain I heard

5/18/2017 4:51 PM

about two days ago north of us. I want to know immediate river conditions so I can learn it as I visit it--how does it
freeze and thaw? What are the birds I see? When can I expect them? How are they shifting their migratory patterns
with climate change? What are the native species? What aren't? Tie me to the river. Encourage me to pick up trash if I
encounter it--gameify it. Make events to remove buckthorn or other invasive species. Tell me the river is mine, and
therefore my responsibility. Tell me how it depends on me. Tell me what about our water system, run-off, what
happens to the oil that I see leaking out of people's cars, why I shouldn't dump paints down drains. Tell me what
impervious surfaces do to rivers and talk about the percent of our parks turned over to private vehicles and parking.
Use the river to wake me up to my own connections to it, and to others, and to consider the power I have whether I
want it or not. I want to know who lived here before white settlement, where they live today, what the words are for this
road or that falls in the other languages of people who live here. I want to know the river through the art that people
have made about it, the songs, the poems, the food. I want to encounter the information like a surprise, half hidden
when I turn a corner lost in thought, rather than stand in front of a plaque. I want to know how the river connects to
other places, how it ties me to New Orleans or other cities along it, what other river-cities around the world are similar,
etc. I want access to the river that invites me, rather than assumes I know I'm welcome. How does one get a boat in
Minneapolis? I don't know. Can I afford to rent one? Or where? Or what would I need to know? I don't know. What
other options are there for engaging with it? What's safe and what isn't?
6

I am already engaged.

5/17/2017 1:39 PM

7

Also tours

5/17/2017 7:40 AM

8

also, public safety should have a slip with a boat for water rescue

5/15/2017 12:11 PM

9

It is impossible to pick one. I would like to see a variation of all of the above. staggered through out the year.

5/15/2017 2:25 AM

10

Educational and cultural programming that changes periodically ( Mill City Museum is static. )

5/15/2017 2:03 AM

11

I wanted to mark both historical information as well as access to the river.

5/12/2017 2:01 PM

12

I quite interested to know about the ruins that they will be revealing under the old Fuji Ya's restaurant.

5/11/2017 9:36 PM

13

zero cars.

5/11/2017 7:29 AM

14

Structures that allow and encourage children to explore by engaging all their senses. Hearing the power of the river,

5/10/2017 4:53 AM

getting close enough to smell the water and maybe feel it's spray, feeling the stones, climbing the structures,etc. Also,
having affordable, nutritious food offerings representative of the myriad of cultures we have here, might allow more
families and those with less cash flow to make return trips.
15

2

I would like NACDI, Little Earth, or a similar organization to be in charge of telling the history of the river. This could be

5/8/2017 10:42 AM

an incredible opportunity to tell the story of an iconic place from the perspective of the colonized.
16

If/when the lock and dam comes down, return to nature and closer access to what once was "Spirit Island"

5/8/2017 3:03 AM

17

Leaving the river area alone

5/6/2017 7:19 AM

18

Access for all abilities and ages. Passive ways to access river as well as active boat or canoe trips for newbies and
older people.

5/5/2017 3:17 PM

19

Public art

5/5/2017 7:21 AM

20

Looking forward to this ambitious project....thanks for all of your thought and planning....peace....bka

5/5/2017 1:36 AM

21

All of the above!

5/5/2017 12:51 AM
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22

N/A as I already live on top of it.

5/3/2017 5:09 PM

Q12 What best describes your relationship
to the Water Works area?
Answered: 90

Skipped: 19

Resident
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Local business
owner
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Visitor

Other (please
specify)
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Responses

Resident

66.67%

60

Student

1.11%

1

Local business owner

1.11%

1

Local employee

6.67%

6

Visitor

15.56%

14

Other (please specify)

8.89%

8

Total

90

#

Other (please specify)

Date

1

I live three miles away, visit between 2-6 times a week on foot.

5/18/2017 4:51 PM

2

Resident, Fall 2018 Legacy

5/15/2017 2:57 AM

3

Passionate about parks and the river.

5/15/2017 2:03 AM

4

I occasionally ride my bike through the area. never have a need to stop.

5/11/2017 7:29 AM

5

city resident, former downtown worker

5/11/2017 2:05 AM

6

Runner/trail user that primarily passes through the are while exercising

5/7/2017 1:33 PM

7

Minneapolis resident not downtown but close by

5/5/2017 3:17 PM
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8

I have been a resident, student and visitor at various times

5/5/2017 10:37 AM

Q13 Please share any comments or
concerns about the Water Works project in
general.
Answered: 53

Skipped: 56

#

Responses

Date

1

Connecting the river and enventuay connecting Nicollet Mall to water works and thereby the river. I think the Parks
Foundation called it gateway in their long term project...would make the city feel far more connected: eventually

5/21/2017 6:23 AM

Lorining Park connects via the greenway to the mall, the mall connects to water works from gateway and water works
ties us to the river. The parks are a big park of why I plan to stay in Minneapolis after college and law school, and
increasing amenities and having great projects like this keep me here rather than a place like Orono or Wayzata.
2

1st Street gets very busy during rush hour. Large trucks use the street often. I would be nervous about that proximity
to open lawn space for both safety and noise. It would be a dream to see 1st become a pedestrian space later on down

5/21/2017 5:57 AM

the road though likely not actually possible.
3

Keep it simple please--don't overdo the design. It looks pretty, but I fear it will not be used when all the attention is
drawn toward the Stone Arch Bridge. Before any serious thought is given to the kayak thing, be sure the designers
spend serious time at the site and consider whether they would carry a kayak all the way down there when it is just

5/20/2017 5:38 PM

about the least attractive spot (and noisy too) on the entire river for paddling.
4

How much money is being wasted on this while the city has crumbling bridges, roads riddled with potholes, serious
litter issues, a hostile and ineffective police department, .... Stupid location for park. My family and I live in the
Warehouse District. We pay $15,000 in property taxes and get very little for that in return. This city is run by idiots... try
putting that into your survey results.

5/19/2017 9:02 PM

5

This is really exciting! I urge sidewalks on the perimeter of the park to be a basic starting point. The crossing at 3rd &
1st is horrible, dangerous, and terrifying with the wide turning vehicles. There need to be crosswalks on all legs of the
intersection--I've timed it and crossing 3rd on the riverside of 1st by following the signals takes 3-4 minutes easily.
That's far too long to expect people to wait. I assume it's a given that bird-safe glass will be used this close to the river,
but just in case, please use bird safe glass.

5/18/2017 4:51 PM

6

Open up as much green space as possible and leverage the ruins. Don't build too much- just refine and beautify the
land and connect it to the river.

5/18/2017 7:33 AM

7

The concept seems to be improving. Many have asked for some type of "restaurant" overlooking the river, and if
properly conceived/managed it could be a real asset. The design still seems a tad bland and cookie cutter and not
deserving of such a prominent site. Be sure to study "similar" examples in other states and other countries. Perhaps

5/18/2017 6:43 AM

you'll need to think of this project, even when complete, as a work in progress involving iteration.
8

Congratulations - a wonderful project enhancing our great Mississippi River resource.

5/17/2017 1:39 PM

9

I fear the noise of outdoor concerts and large groups, organized or not. I fear the ease of turning the area into a drug
shop.

5/17/2017 7:40 AM

10

The portion of the park for future development needs to be completed first, if possible. The changes on the river side

5/17/2017 4:46 AM

of the park are where most of gains in usability and value to citizens will be. The current uphill area for the park is full
of mature trees and looks great. Changing the uphill area is unnecessary since the space is already a "park", but the
changes to the river front will be far more dramatic in the improved value to visitors.
11

Really hope the groups can find a way to get this done -- the hydroelectric option is troublesome to me.

5/15/2017 1:16 PM

12

Please focus on keeping The Falls and Water Work Park a park and just a park. There is no need to turn every single

5/15/2017 1:13 PM

natural area of this awesome city into a zoo of amenities!
13

consult the administration of Minneapolis Fire Department for input on what they need to facilitate water rescue for the
new park

5/15/2017 12:11 PM

14

We cannot wait to move downtown

5/15/2017 2:57 AM

15

Avoid the mistakes of The Commons

5/15/2017 2:03 AM
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16

That it doesn't happen. That area is already one of the most attractive areas in Minneapolis, this project will make it
this area even more accessible to the public and the crown jewel of the city. It looks incredible and I can't wait to see it
started!

5/15/2017 1:16 AM

17

Parking and pedestrian safety.

5/15/2017 12:59 AM

18

I'm excited to see how it turns out and I hope it acts as a driving force for development in the area.

5/12/2017 2:01 PM

19

Please make it a place to be proud of and we will want to bring our families and friends when they come to visit! Make
it a destination for tourists like the River Walk in San Antonio and other River Cities have done! Make it fresh, clean,
green and non polluting to our river system!

5/12/2017 3:16 AM

20

Please don't listen to any complaints about parking. Allow it to be a prime park for the Downtown and City residents

5/11/2017 7:29 AM

who will not need to drive there for recreation.
21

I would like it to be a place where people can relax and enjoy nature. Have historical information about how the
waterway was before Europeans destroyed the falls. Have educational information about native plants that help keep
the water cleaner.

5/11/2017 2:05 AM

22

Let's do this!

5/10/2017 1:01 PM

23

what is now a lovely hillside full of mature trees is proposed to be a green lawn. We have enough green stretches of

5/10/2017 6:40 AM

space (The commons, still poorly utilized, is only blocks away). I would prefer to keep some of those trees and build a
program around them. Seating and circulation and all the other things you're trying to achieve could be done while
retaining trees. I love the building in the ruins, but rethinking the lawn and the city steps might be a good idea. The city
steps come down from a large, ugly residential building. That won't feel like access to the city, it will feel like steps to
their front door. Any monumental stair should be done further west, with better connection to 3rd ave bridge
24

Please make it something that is a draw for all socio-economic statuses.

5/10/2017 4:53 AM

25

Parking is really needed, the building has no seating, did you look at canter-leaving or decking over the parkway for
more seating for a restaurant and programmable space?

5/10/2017 4:00 AM

26

pavillon staying 1 level only. rooftop access on 1st Street- do not want increased traffic, parking, noise, nor food

5/10/2017 1:04 AM

smells.
27

Looks great! Looking forward to it!

5/9/2017 11:38 PM

28

Pedestrian and Bike crossing on West River Parkway. Keep it simple and easy to maintain. It is discouraging over time
when a park becomes disheveled and is not well cared for--make sure there is not a lot of work/$ to maintain and that it
is budgeted for.

5/9/2017 1:34 AM

29

It is going to be an awesome place.

5/8/2017 12:36 PM

30

It's a fantastic opportunity! Thank you for this survey and the chance to comment!

5/8/2017 10:42 AM

31

Park security after dark will be very important. Foot patrols by Park Police will be most effective. Cops driving by in
cars are not a good deterrent to criminals or vandals. Have a program to remove graffiti immediately. The Fuji-ya has
been tagged so many times I cannot remember. Vandals also tag the historical signs along the West River plank road.
Loud noises coming from the park at night especially will be a problem if Park Police are not engaged in keeping

5/8/2017 8:29 AM

order.
32

I think it is important to manage our own expectations. Minneapolis, while a good sized city, may not be in a position
to sustain audiences for programming 24-7, 365. Don't compete with other parks (e.g. Commons). How does Water
Works complement the NETWORK of city-wide parks?

5/8/2017 3:03 AM

33

Again, I really hope you provide a biodiverse plant and wildlife experience and tell me as a visitor why that's important

5/8/2017 1:32 AM

and that we are connected to the river, even if we don't live next to it. Highlighting the Native American presence and
history would be great, too. Excellent signage on reducing waste and how to recycle and compost what waste is
produced at the site is crucial, too.
34

I am impressed by the openness and the seating available. The vehicle traffic might lessen the riverfront experience.

5/8/2017 1:07 AM

35

Thank you for knowing the significance of this project to the local and regional community and dedicating the

5/8/2017 12:01 AM

resources to build it.
36

It would be nice to see a park project achieve full build-out in a single effort rather than seeing several park projects
fragmented across multiple years.

5/7/2017 1:33 PM

37

-Paddle Share and Nice Ride are an awesome amenity that is developing along the river. This program should really
be encouraged. -The National Park Service and many others are looking at St Anthony Falls and I think this project

5/7/2017 12:43 PM

should monitor and support those plans. -I think west river parkway in general need to be made much safe for
pedestrians and bicyclists. -Think about how this space can be activated year round.
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38

I am very excited about this project. I look forward to the excavation and development of the project. I hope you will
have regular tours of the site as it progresses and allowing the public to see the historic artifacts as they are

5/7/2017 3:45 AM

discovered.
39

The Water Works area is on the route of our main segway tour, I'm concerned about construction.

5/7/2017 2:16 AM

40

Make a place for people to fish. More handicap parking where our park stickers are again HONORED!!!!

5/6/2017 7:19 AM

41

I have only visited this area once, and I arrived by water. I was paddling the length of the Mississippi. This was shortly
after the Upper Lock was closed. Entry and egress from the river was not easy. You have kayaks and canoes in your
picture. Make it easier for people to access and use the river. How about providing a safe and secure place where

5/6/2017 3:00 AM

long distance paddlers can leave their gear while they take a day off, shop etc. Maybe even a place to set up a tent. It
can be policed so that it doesn't become a place for the homeless to congregate - but the City and people of
Minneapolis should be doing something for them as well.
42

Yes. See previous comments.

5/5/2017 3:17 PM

43

Don't pave paradise to put up a parking lot. This should be a welcoming and safe place that acknowledges the past

5/5/2017 10:37 AM

(harks back to how native peoples found the river) but also provides modern conveniences. Study after study shows
that including nature in a landscape, using thoughtful downfacing lighting, and limiting noise create healthy, happy
places for people to enjoy.
44

Just make sure to have it be an environment without unsightly parking lots and cars so people can really enjoy it.

5/5/2017 8:53 AM

45

I think Tom Myers deserves recognition for the design.

5/5/2017 7:21 AM

46

I live in one of the condos. I'm becoming more and more aware that significant segments of the no-condo urban
population (those in supported housing and especially our large E. African community in Cedar-Riverside) do not use
our riverfront amenities. I would love to see real, intentional planning to try to change this -- to make this a truly
welcoming place for everyone, with amenities and events that are attractive to more than just we condo-dwellers.

5/5/2017 4:44 AM

47

Keep all activities free of the Loppet Foundation and all other non-profit organizations.

5/5/2017 3:21 AM

48

While on the one hand I am happy to see new parks I seriously question why the Parks Department is taking a project
on this magnitude with its ongoing maintenance requirements when the maintenance for the Park area on the St
Anthony Main side of the river is currently so poor. This is a heavily used and established park area that suffers from
severe neglect by the Parks Department. A short visit and viewing of the benches, receptacles, landscaping, brick
condition, etc. will confirm this. We would appreciate some real attention and thought to our existing park area.

5/5/2017 3:17 AM

49

Please proceed more quickly, I am a local resident that has been waiting to get access to the river and the cleanup of
this unused space for years now. Its a great project, we just all would like to be able to start enjoying it rather than
meeting about it, taking surveys & seeing renderings.

5/5/2017 2:47 AM

50

The sooner the better

5/5/2017 1:36 AM

51

I hope there is a budget and very specific plan to maintain the park over time. The other parks along the river are in

5/5/2017 1:16 AM

pretty bad shape (Father Hennepin and Nicollet Island, Boom Island play area). It would be great make this a selffunded park.
52

Long term, I think it would be wonderful to remove the dams and restore St. Anthony falls to it's historic condition. I
wonder how that could affect the design and use of this park. As imagined now it looks truly wonderful but I think
consideration should also be given to the possibiliy of falls restoration.

5/5/2017 12:38 AM

53

It's a lovely plan if you address the practical side of the issues I've raised. "Gathering place" and "storytelling" are
warm fuzzy buzzwords, but please don't forget to plant your feet firmly in reality. I'm seriously concerned about traffic
flow, first and foremost. When the 35W bridge went down First Street was a nightmare with traffic being routed
through it. Leaving RiverWest, it was unsafe to cross the street at the Fifth Avenue curve. Likewise with all of the
Washington Avenue re-routing during 2016 construction. I'm concerned about cleanliness.. After special events the

5/3/2017 5:09 PM

Stone Arch Bridge is sometimes littered with debris that is missed by cleaning crews. I'm concerned about security and
noise. What will be the plan to keep kids from skateboarding during or after hours? What will be the plan to keep the
area secure from after hours loitering?

Q14 Which category represents your age?
Answered: 92

Skipped: 17
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under 17

0.00%

0

18 to 34 years

22.83%

21

35 to 54 years

33.70%

31

55 to 64 years

20.65%

19

65+

22.83%

21

Total

92

Q15 What is your employment status?
Please check all that apply.
Answered: 92

Skipped: 17
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Employed - full time

61.96%

57

Employed - part time

9.78%

9

Full time students

4.35%

4

Unemployed

1.09%

1

Self-employed

3.26%

3

Homemaker

2.17%

2

Retired

21.74%

20

Total Respondents: 92

#

Other (please specify)

Date

1

Disabled

5/6/2017 7:21 AM

Q16 What is the highest level of education
you have completed?
Answered: 92

Skipped: 17
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Some high
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GED
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Some high school

0.00%

0

High school or GED

2.17%

2

Some technical school

2.17%

2

Technical school graduate

2.17%

2

Some college

5.43%

5

College graduate

38.04%

35

Post graduate

50.00%

46

Total

92

Q17 Are you of Hispanic origin? (replicates
question from 2010 census. As of the 2010
Census, Hispanic origins are not races).
Answered: 86

Skipped: 23
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No, not of Hispanic, Latin, or Spanish origin

96.51%

83

Yes

3.49%

3

Total

86

Q18 Which of the following racial/ethnic
categories best describes you? Please
mark as many as necessary (replicates
question from 2010 Census).
Answered: 82

Skipped: 27
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White/European American

95.12%

78

Black/African American

2.44%

2

0.00%

0

0.00%

0

African
American Indian or Alaska Native - if marked, please indicate in comment box Tribe name
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Asian Indian

1.22%

1

Chinese

1.22%

1

Filipino
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0

Japanese

0.00%

0

Korean

0.00%

0

Vietnamese
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Other Asian - if marked, please indicate in comment box specific race

1.22%

1

Native Hawaiian

0.00%

0

Guamanium or Chamorro

0.00%

0

Samoan

0.00%

0

Other Pacific Islander

0.00%

0

Other - if marked, please indicate in comment box specific race.

3.66%

3

Total Respondents: 82

#

Comment:

Date

1

mixed race

5/18/2017 4:52 PM

2

Nordic/American.

5/9/2017 1:38 AM

3

Human

5/6/2017 7:21 AM

4

hamong

5/5/2017 6:43 PM

Q19 How do you self-identify in terms of
gender?
Answered: 86

Skipped: 23
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Male

54.65%

47

Female

45.35%

39

Total

86
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#

Other (please specify)

Date

1

Non-binary/queer.

5/18/2017 4:52 PM

Q20 What was your total household income
in 2016 before taxes?
Answered: 83

Skipped: 26
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Less than $25,000
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83
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